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Defendants/Respondents.
RESPONDENTS• BRIEF
STATEMENT OF FACTS
Appellant, Cynthia Dahl, married the decepent in 1976.

In 1979

they moved from Colorado to Sandy, Utah and purchased a home.

Early

in 1984 they began to experience marital difficulties and in
November of that year, Cynthia left decedent and moved back to
Colorado (R. 10). Decedent continued to reside in the Sandy home.
After she moved, Mrs. Dahl sent decedent $200*00 per month to assist
him with his living expenses which included the house payment (R.
63).

Throughout the period of separation whi<?h continued until the

date of death, decedent did not send or give Mrs. Dahl any money or
make any contribution towards her living expenses, support, or
maintenance (R. 59).
In January 1985, decedent filed a complaint for divorce in Utah

and Mrs. Dahl sought legal counsel from an attorney named Paul
Liapis.

After talking to Mr. Liapis, Mrs. DahL stopped sending

decedent the $200.00 per month, filed an Answer and Counterclaim and
began discussing terms for a stipulated settlement of the divorce
(R. 63).
On March 7, 1985, Mrs. Dahl filed a Verified Motion for Order to
Show Cause in Re: Temporary Support and Other Related Matters in the
District Court (R. 144). Although Mrs. Dahl testified before the
Industrial Commission that at the time of her move to Denver she
took only her clothing with her, that Verified Motion requests that
she be "temporarily awarded all of the items oE furniture,
furnishings, fixtures and appliances presently [as of March 7, 1985]
in her possession...." (R. 145, 147)

She also requested temporary

support in the amount of $750.00 per month.

In support of that

request, she listed her average monthly living expenses as $1,590.00
but the motion made no mention of her income.
Mrs. Dahl admitted that it was difficult for her to accurately
estimate her average net income because it fluctuated monthly and
she had not reviewed her financial records prior to the hearing (R.
107-112).

Because of this, the law judge reviewed the decedent's

and Mrs. Dahl's 1984 and 1985 joint income tax returns and W 2
statements which were admitted into evidence.

The law judge also

took into consideration Mrs. Dahl's testimony regarding a two month
leave of absence without pay taken by Mrs. Dahl because of
decedent's heart attack in 1984 and a three month leave of absence
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taken in 1985 after decedent's death.

Since both of these absences

were voluntary and related to her relationship with decedent, the
Law Judge calculated her income for the purpose of determining need
as though she had worked twelve months each year.

Applying this

calculation to the information contained in the tax returns, Mrs.
Dahl's net monthly income during 1984 and 1985 averaged
approximately $1,850.00 per month.
April 8, 1985, was the date set for hearing on Mrs. Dahl•s
Motion for Temporary Support.

Prior to that date, Mrs. Dahl decided

not to pursue the Order based on decedent's agreement to maintain
certain obligations "pending further discussions between [the
parties] and any further developments of the case." (R. 67)

No

order for temporary support was reduced to writing or signed by the
court (R. 75).
Within this same period of time, late Marth to early April of
1985, Mr. Liapis had "a phone conversation with [Mrs. Dahl] wherein
she indicated that [she and decedent] were trying to work out some
type of a settlement, that she thought she could reduce what they
had talked about to writing, and would attempt to send that to" Mr.
Liapis (R. 73-74).

On April 25, 1985, Mr. Liapis sent a Stipulation

of Property Settlement Agreement and Consent to Default to
•'•This net figure was arrived at by subtracting Mrs. Dahl's
withholdings from her gross salary and adding back in 30% of the
refund the parties received from the state and federal government.
The 30% figure was used because her withholdings were approximately
30% of the couple's combined withholdings.
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decedent's attorney, Mr. Green.

This document was based on Mrs.

Dahl's requests as contained in the letter to Mr. Liapis (R. 81, 84,
89).

Mr. Green in turn prepared a similar document which he

mailed to Mr. Liapis on April 29, 1985 (R. 82). Both Mrs. Dahl and
Mr. Liapis testified that the Agreement he prepared fairly and
accurately reflected Mrs. Dahl's request. There was no question in
Mr. Liapis* mind that Mrs. Dahl was forever waiving her right to
alimony (R. 80 81) and that the provisions regarding sale of the
house, payment of all outstanding obligations, and equal division of
the assets was fair and conformed to his client's intent (R. 89).
On July 23, 198S, Cynthia Dahl executed the Agreement prepared
by decedent's attorney.

Both the agreement prepared by Cynthia's

attorney at her request and following her instructions and the
agreement she signed contain several significant similarities:
The Liapis Agreement

The Green Agreement

Mrs. Dahl would be granted
the divorce on the grounds
of mental cruelty as set
forth in her counterclaim

Mr. Dahl would be granted
the divorce on the grounds
of mental cruelty as set
forth in his complaint.

The agreement was a complete
settlement of all rights
either party may have in
the other's property whether
presently existing or
thereafter acquired.

2.

Same

The parties agreed to waive
the statutory waiting
periods and allow the
court to enter judgment
upon signing and entry
"in the best interests of the
parties."

3.

Same

„4~

Mr. Dahl was to have use and
possession of the home and
pay the mortgage but it was
to be sold and the
proceeds divided equally.

Each party was awarded 1/2
of the house. Mr. Dahl was
awarded use and possession
and was to pay Mrs. Dahl 1/2
of the net value of the
home after deducting the
mortgage balance and the
reasonable expenses of sale.
Mr. |Dahl was to pay the
mortgage payment.

Mrs. Dahl was to be awarded
"furniture, furnishings and
and appliances" in her
possession and under her
control together with the
1984 Pontiac Fiero.

Substantially the same.

Neither party Mbe required
to pay any alimony whatsoever
to the other and the same
shall be forever banned."

Same

Mr. Dahl pay his American
Express card and the debt to
General Electric Credit Corp.
and 1/2 of First Security,
Visa, Nordstroms, Weinstocks,
ZCMI, Sears, Pennys, Mervyns,
Castletons and Dr. Brewer.

Mr. Dahl was to pay 1/2 of
Rocky Mountain and Salt Lake
CityI VISA, Nordstroms,
Weinstocks, ZCMI, Sears,
Pennys, Mervyns, Fashion
Bar. The Bon, Bohn Allen, KG
Mens I Store, "bank loan" and
1/2 Qf the three months
arrearage on the mortgage
payment.

Mrs. Dahl was to pay for the
1984 Fiero debt, her American
Express card, her account with
the Bon, her VISA and the other
half of the joint obligations.

Mrs. Dahl was to pay 1/2 of
those same debts, 1/2 of
the three months arrearage
on the mortgage payment and
the debt on the Fiero.

Mr. Dahl was to keep the nine
accounts current until the
house was sold and then be
reimbursed from the
proceeds of the sale of
the house.

Each party to keep their 1/2
of the obligations current.

Each was to pay their own
attorney's fees.

10. Same
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The only differences in these two agreements were as to how the
parties joint obligations were to be handled until the asset (house)
was disposed of and whether or not sale of the house was
contemplated in order to satisfy Mrs. Dahl's equity interest.

These

provisions are likewise similar to the agreement reached by the
parties prior to the April 8th hearing.
By the time of the hearing before the Industrial Commission,
March 12, 1986, Mrs. Dahl claimed that her circumstances had changed
since decedent's death.

She attempted to testify as to her

financial condition as of the time of the hearing. Counsel for
2
respondent Default Indemnity Fund objected to the introduction of
evidence pertaining to her financial condition after the death and
the objection was sustained in part by the law judge.

A limited

amount of testimony regarding changed circumstances was received.
Mrs. Dahl testified that throughout the separation and at the time
of death she was living with a friend in Colorado paying between
$200 and $300 per month rent but she had since moved back into the
house and was making the mortgage payment.

She also testified that

all of the joint obligations with the exception of the home mortgage
had been satisfied (R. 61). The house had an equity value of
between $21,000.00 and $23,214.00 and Mrs. Dahl had spoken to real
estate agents about listing the house for sale, but she no longer
intended to sell the house unless she had to (R. 57-58).
2

The Default Indemnity Fund's name was changed to the
Uninsured Employers' Fund in 1986. The Default Indemnity Fund has
been used here to avoid confusion.
-6-

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Mrs. Dahl was not dependent on deceased for her support,
maintenance or living expenses at the time of his death.

The

Industrial Commission correctly applied the law to the facts in this
case and denied Mrs. Dahl's application for benefits.
ARGUMENT
POINT I
THE MORTGAGE PAYMENT TEMPORARILY ASSUMED BY
THE DECEDENT WAS NOT SUPPORT UNDER
THE FACTS IN THIS CASE.
At the time of his death, decedent and Mrs. Dahl had entered
into an agreement whereby decedent would reside in the house and
assume the monthly mortgage obligation on a temporary basis.

They

had further agreed that decedent would either sell the house and the
parties would split the equity or applicant would quit claim her
interest to him in exchange for payment of an amount equal to
one-half of the equity.

Appellant contends that the Industrial

Commission erred in not considering decedent's payment of the
monthly mortgage obligation as support.

She argues that even though

she was able to support herself at the time of the death it was only
because decedent was making these payments.

His death caused her to

once again become responsible for the mortgage payment.

With this

additional expense it is argued that her income is insufficient to
support herself according to her station in life.
In other fact situations agreements or court orders requiring
one party to pay and assume the mortgage obligation on the family
home may be viewed as "support." Such was the holding in Bowman v

Bowman, 29 Cal.2d 808, 178 P.2d 751 (1947) and Arakaki v Arakaki, 54
Haw 60, 298, 502 P.2d 380 (1972), but in both of those cases the
husband was ordered to pay the mortgage payment on the family home
which the wife was awarded in the decree and living in at the time
of the ruling.

In Bowman the court ruled that inasmuch as the

mortgage payment provided the wife and child with unobstructed use
of the home, it should be construed as a provision for support and
maintenance.

Supra, at p. 753.

In Arakaki the court ruled:

"Mortgage payments in the context of this decree constitute alimony
or support and maintenance especially where the essential purpose of
the payments is support."

Supra, at p. 384.

The fact situation in the case before this court is
inopposite.

Here the parties agreed that decedent would make the

payments but that he would also reside in the home as he had
throughout the separation.

It was the decedent then who enjoyed the

unobstructed use of the house and thus received the full benefit of
the house payment.

The house payment provided "support" as it were

to decedent and not to Mrs. Dahl.
In Chandler v. West, Utah, 610 P.2d 1299 (1980), the Supreme
Court of Utah was asked to determine whether a house payment was
intended as support or property settlement.

There, both parties

were awarded property at the time of the divorce.

The wife, now

Mrs. Chandler, was awarded the house which had an outstanding
mortgage obligation.

The husband, Mr. West, was awarded other

property and was required to make the monthly mortgage payment on

~8»

the house.

Chandler later remarried, sold the house and insisted

that West pay to her an amount equal to the monthly mortgage
payment.

West refused claiming the house payment, like the alimony

he had originally been ordered to pay, should terminate upon
remarriage.

In remanding the case back to the trial court, the

Supreme Court stated that since Chandler had been awarded the house
and alimony it was not clear whether the parties had intended the
house payment to represent support or property settlement.

If the

payments represented part of the property settlement. West would be
required to continue making the payments directly to Chandler.

If,

on the other hand, the payments were intended to be support, they
would cease upon remarriage.

Because of the the ambiguities in the

record below, additional findings were necessary to determine the
intent of the parties.
In this case, there existed no ambiguity between the parties as
to whether decedent's payment of the mortgage was to be considered
as support to Mrs. Dahl or a part of the property settlement.

Mrs.

Dahl's clearly expressed interest and intent was to obtain her
equity out of the house.

The only benefit she received from

decedent's agreement to maintain the monthly mortgage payment was
not in the way of support or maintenance but rather that he would
preserve the asset until such time as she could obtain her equity.
Assume that decedent had lived and the parties had been divorced
under the terms of the stipulated property settlement agreement
prepared by decedent's attorney.

(Decedent would keep the house and
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pay to Mrs. Dahl an amount equal to one-half of the net equity in
the house.)

Assume further that decedent had paid to Mrs. Dahl her

equity interest under the resulting decree and then later sold the
house.

Would Mrs. Dahl then have been successful in an attempt to

force Mr. Dahl to make a payment to her in an amount equal to the
mortgage payment?
nature of support.

No because the mortgage payment was not in the
She had not been receiving any benefit from

decedent's payment of the mortgage obligation nor was she intended
to receive any benefit from that payment.

The payment was not being

made to support or maintain her.
Now assume that the parties had been granted a divorce pursuant
to Mrs. Dahl's property settlement wherein decedent was to live in
the house and make the payments but only until such time as it could
be sold.

Assume further that after the divorce but prior to the

sale of the home Mrs. Dahl remarried.

Would decedent have been

relieved of his obligation to make the mortgage payments upon her
remarriage?

Would her right to one-half of the net proceeds from

the sale have been extinguished by her remarriage?
both of these questions is also no.

The answer to

Decedent's agreement to assume

the mortgage payment was in the nature of a property division and as
such would not have been effected by Mrs. Dahl's remarriage.
The preceding analysis is based on cases defining "support" in
the context of divorce proceedings.

The standard for a finding of

dependency in a worker's compensation death claim has some
similarities.

The income claimed to have been lost by the death
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must bear some relationship to the need for support on the part of
the claimant.
In Hancock et al. v. Industrial Commission Utah, 198 P. 169
(1921), the deceased was the 45 year old son of the applicants who
had resided away from his parents' home for approximately ten years
prior to his death.

The claim for dependency was based in part on

the son's payment to his father of $300.00.

The Supreme Court

refused to consider the payment as "support" and rejected the claim
of dependency reasoning as follows:
In the year preceding his death, the deceased drew
from his banking account the sum of $300 and gave it
to his father, with which the latter satisfied a
mortgage on real estate belonging to him. Just what
the arrangement was as to repayment of this money to
the son is not clear, but admittedly it was not
advanced to pay living expenses of the applicants, and
it quite definitely appears that it was the intent of
the father and the son that the amount should be
repaid.
Hancock, supra, at p. 169
Thus just as in Hancock, the mortgage payments made by decedent
were not "advanced to pay living expenses of" Mrs. Dahl and as such
should not have been considered as support.

They were advanced to

pay the living expenses of decedent and to preserve this rather
valuable joint asset.
POINT II
THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION DID NOT ERR IN
LIMITING EVIDENCE OF MRS. DAHL'S ALLEGED
FINANCIAL REVERSES WHICH OCCURRED
AFTER THE DEATH.
In Riqby v. Industrial Commission et al., Utah, 286 P. 628
- 11-

(1930), the Utah Supreme Court reviewed a case involving a father
claiming partial dependency as a result of his son's death.

The

father testified at the time of the hearing before the Industrial
Commission that he had suffered financial losses and was then making
less money than he had when his son died.

The Supreme Court set

forth the following criteria to be used in making a determination of
dependency:
To entitle plaintiff to compensation in this
case, it must affirmatively be made to appear
that at the time of the injury (1) plaintiff
relied upon his son, in whole or in part, for his
support and maintenance; (2) that had the son not
been killed plaintiff would in all probability
have received some assistance from his son; (3)
that it was reasonably necessary for the son to
render his father some financial aid in order
that the father might continue to live in a
condition suitable and becoming to his station in
life
The Supreme Court went on to note that:
...the father relied upon his son for financial
aid. And likewise it appears that had the son
lived he would, in all probability, have
continued to render financial aid to the father.
The serious question presented for determination
is whether we may say as a matter of law that the
father could not have continued to live in a
condition suitable and becoming to his station in
life without any assistance from his son.
Much of the testimony in this case is directed
to what the father did after the death of his
son. The fact that the father may have had
financial reverses since the death of his son can
have no bearing upon the question here presented
for review, except as it may tend to show the
condition that existed at the time the son was
fatally injured. Dependency or the lack thereof
must be determined from the facts as they existed
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at the time of the injury and death of the person
upon whom dependency is claimed.
Riqby, supra, at p. 630 and 631 [emphasis
supplied]
Mrs. Dahl alleges that the Industrial Commission erred in not
considering her actions after the death and how they effected her
financial condition.

The Industrial Commission's findings were

based on her living expenses at the time of death.

The fact that

she had changed her plans regarding sale of the house and no longer
intended to sell are just the type of "financial reverses" which
should have no bearing upon the question of dependency.
of such a holding is evident.

The wisdom

If evidence of| financial reverses

were admissible would not evidence of financial advances also be
relevant?

Did Mrs. Dahl receive life insurance proceeds?

Should

the Commission consider the fact that her equity interest in the
house, her only asset of any value, had in fact doubled in value
when decedent died?

If partial dependency could be established,

would not the gains have to be deducted from the losses just as the
expenses of a deceased must be deducted from the monetary
contribution in determining the amount of compensation allowable?
(See generally John Scowcroft and Sons Co. et al. v. Industrial
Commission of Utah et al., Utah 258 P. 339 [1927]).

These

questions, if they needed to be answered, would so complicate the
process of adjudication by administrative proceeding as to defeat
the spirit of workers1 compensation law.
An additional problem would be created in every partial
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dependency case.

Knowing that benefits would be awarded if income

was insufficient to meet ongoing obligations, a potential partial
dependent could purchase a home or other asset with monthly payments
beyond their means after the death but before the hearing at the
Commission level.

They would be able to establish need as of the

time of the hearing and might even qualify for full dependent
benefits when at the time of the death they would not have qualified
for even the partial benefit under the law.

After the hearing they

could then relieve themselves of the obligation by selling the
asset.

There would be nothing to prevent Mrs. Dahl, for example,

from selling the house immediately after being awarded benefits and
returning to the station in life she had adopted prior to the
death.

There is evidence in the record to support such a

supposition inasmuch as it was her intent to sell the house at the
time of death.

Respondents urge that if consideration of "financial

reverses" occurring after death is factored into a finding of
dependency, non-dependent death benefits and partial dependent death
benefits will diminish creating an imbalance in the present funding
structure in workers* compensation insurance and law.
By looking to the facts as they existed at the time of injury,
the Commission also avoids the problems raised in Sarich v.
Industrial Commission et al., Utah, 227 P. 1039 (1924).

In that

case the applicant married the deceased after "he was mortally
injured and without hope of recovery."
noted that:
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The Supreme Court of Utah

If, therefore, a wife is not living with her
husband at the time of his death, as the term
"living together" is generally understood, the
presumption cannot and does not apply....
Deceased was thus not only in a helpless physical
condition at the time of the marriacje, but was
utterly without hope of ever being in any other
condition. He was not earning a farthing at the
time of or after the marriage that cjould have
been devoted to the support of plairitiff.
Indeed, he was a helpless burden upqn her....
Where,...as here, she has sustained no loss
nothing can be restored....
Can plaintiff, by the mere act of marriage,
therefore, convert a burden into a benefit? Can
she, by her own act, create a dependency which
did not and could not exist as a matter of fact?
Can she, by merely creating the naked relation of
husband and wife, claim the benefits of a most
beneficent law which was intended to protect
those who in truth and in fact were dependent
upon the earnings of a deceased employe whose
death resulted from an injury in the course of
his employment?
Sarich, supra, at p. 1039, 1040, and 1041
Although the facts are different here, the same logic applies.
Mrs. Dahl had intended to relieve herself of the burden of the
house.

She expressed no desire to reside there and took no steps to

return to the house until after the death.

This self imposed and

created burden should not obliterate the intent and meaning of "a
most beneficent law."
POINT III
THE FACTS IN THIS CASE FAIL TO ESTABLISH
DEPENDENCY UNDER ALL THREE PRONGS
OF THE TEST FOR DETERMINING DEPENDENCY
The burden of proving dependency as of the time of the death
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rests with the claimant, Mrs. Dahl.

The test for entitlement as set

forth in Rigby, supra, requires that Mrs. Dahl affirmatively show
that at the time of injury:
1) [she] "relied on decedent, in whole or in
part, for [her] support and maintenance; (2)
that had [deceased] not been killed [she] would
in all probability have received some
assistance from [him]; [and] (3) that it was
reasonably necessary for the [deceased] to
render [her] some financial aid in order that
[she] might continue to live in a condition
suitable and becoming to [her] station in life."
Rigby, supra, at p. 630.
Mrs. Dahl failed to establish dependency under all three prongs
of this test requiring the Industrial Commission to deny her
benefits under Sections 35-1-68 and 35 1-71, Utah Code Annotated,
1953 as amended.
A.
Mrs. Dahl did not rely on decedent for
her support or maintenance.
This case is unusual in that the Industrial Commission was
presented with an abundance of evidence prepared by the parties
pursuant to the divorce action which directly related to Mrs. Dahl's
financial condition in the months immediately prior to the death.
From the time the parties separated in November 1984 until
decedent's death in August 1985, the only sums of money exchanged
between them were the payments Mrs. Dahl made to decedent.

Although

Mrs. Dahl filed an action in the divorce proceeding alleging that
she was in need of temporary support pending divorce, the evidence

-16-

did not support the motion.

Additionally, Mrs. Dahl did not pursue

that Motion based upon the negotiations of the parties.
Decedent lived in and worked out of the house.
the mortgage payment.

Fie also assumed

Thus he had, by agreement with Mrs. Dahl, the

full unobstructed use and benefit of the house in exchange for
assuming the liability therefor.

Mrs. Dahl relied on decedent's

agreement to make the mortgage payment but not as support or
maintenance.

The only benefit Mrs. Dahl received from this

arrangement was that the asset would be preserved until it was sold
or decedent paid to her, her one half equity interest.
In the case of Tuom v. Duane Flail Trucking, Utah, 675 P.2d 1200
(1984), the Supreme Court discussed the standards to be used in
determining what constitutes support in a partial dependency case.
Ms. Tuom had been separated from her common law husband for fifteen
months prior to his death.

While decedent made no payments to her

for nine months prior to his death, he did make three lump sum
payments prior to that and allowed her to use his truck until six
months prior to his death.

Neither party took any formal steps to

terminate their marital relationship.

The Industrial Commission

found that M[t]he decedent provided no support for the applicant,
nor was there any indication that he intended to provide any support
for her since the time of her separation."

The Supreme Court, in

agreeing with Ms. Tuom's contention that the three lump sum payments
made during the first six months of the parties separation
constituted support, set aside "the first part of this finding [as

-17-

having] no evidentiary support in the record" and remanded the case
to the Industrial Commission for further proceedings to determine if
Ms. Tuom was partially dependent upon decedent.
11

Holding that

[d ] ependency is a question of fact to be determined on the basis of

the acts of the decedent and the acts of the claimed dependent," the
Court set forth the criteria to be used in determining dependency.
This determination [of dependency] should be
made...in accordance with the facts ... existing
at the time of the injury or death.... This
does not make partial dependency turn or whether
the decedent made a support payment on the day
or week or even the month of his injury or
death....
The benefits of this statute are not
limited to those whose support came in a steady,
even stream up to a short time before the
employee's death. Persons whose support was
paid in a lump sum in advance or in irregular
payments should also qualify.
At the same time, any substantial period of time
without support may signal a cessation of
support, even if there is no other evidence of
that intent. Similarly, the failure of a
previously dependent person to pursue practical
remedies to encourage or legal remedies to
compel continued support may signal acquiescence
in the end of a state of total or partial
dependency.
Tuom, supra, at p. 1203 [emphasis supplied]
The Court then suggested that the Industrial Commission look to
the acts of the decedent and the acts of the claimed dependent
"covering at least a period of one year prior to...death."
In looking to the acts of decedent and Mrs. Dahl occurring in
the nine months immediately prior to the death, the Industrial
Commission found that decedent not only failed to provide support to
Mrs. Dahl, but that the acts of both parties clearly signaled an
- 18-
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Dahl had no reasonable expectation of
future support from the decedent.

Utah Apex Mining Co. et al, v. Industrial Commission, Utah
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244 P. 656 (1926) the Supreme Court stated that:

It is plainly deducible from the statute itself
that dependency is not presumed from or
established by the existence of the legal
relation of the wife to the husband, unless they
are living together, and when, as in this case,
they were not living together, dependency is not
established unless something tending to show
dependency, in addition to the legal duty of the
husband, is shown.
In 28 R. C. L. 771, it is said:
"The purpose of the statute is to provide the
workman' s dependent in future with something in
substitution for what has been lost by the
workman's death, and, consequently to establish
dependency the applicant for compensation must
show that he or she had reasonable grounds to
anticipate future support from the decedent.
This reasonable expectation of continuing or
future support and maintenance seems to be the
true criterion as to who are dependents.
Utah Apex, supra, at p. 657 (emphasis supplied)
Mrs. Dahl did not sustain her burden in proving a "reasonable
expectation of continuing or future support" and the Industrial
Commission therefore found that

M

[b]ut for the death of deceased,

the Applicant would have been divorced and would have been entitled
to take nothing.1'

(R. 178)

Mrs. Dahl argues in her brief that this

finding was based on an assumption on the part of the law judge that
the stipulations prepared and signed by the parties would have been
approved by the trial court in the divorce action.

Appellant

further argues that since the divorce court judge had not approved
the stipulations, assuming that they would be approved was "pure
speculation."

(Appellant's brief p. 1 8 ) .
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M r . Liapis testified that he had r e s e rvations "as to whe ther
[he] understood the A g r e e m e n t " a nd "s o not ed thos e reservati ons" in
letters to M r s . Dahl and M r . G ren,
e d ecede nt's at torney. (R . 7 3 ,
86, 88) A l t h o u g h appellant did not i nt roduce the letters in to
e v i d e n c e , M r . Liapis testified t hat t hey s aid:
I' m not sur e t h i s
agreement has fully been agreed u p o n .
(R , 8 8.) This testi mony was
used to imply that M r s . Dahl had not reach ed an i nformed agr eement
with d e c e d e n t . N o n e t h e l e s s , M r . Liap is pr epared the agreeme nt and
sent it to M r . G r e e n as well as his c lient
It s hould also be
remembered that at the time of t he he ar ing before the Indust r i a 1
C o m m i s s i o n M r s . Dahl w a s represe nted by Mr . Gustin, a par trier i n Mr .
L i a p i s ' law firm. R e s p o n d e n t s d o not wish to imp ly that the re w a s
anything improper about the test imony , but t h i s relationship may
have influenced the law judge in dete rmini ng what weight sho uId be
given to M r . L i a p i s ' expressed r eserv ation s regar ding whethe r or not
Mrs. Dahl had reached an agreeme nt w i th de cedent.
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ignores all of these facts.
It is also true that where a fact finder is called upon to
decide future expectation, some degree of speculation is involved.
Here there was ample evidence apart from the expectation that the
divorce court would approve one of the agreements to support the
Commission's conclusion that Mrs. Dahl had no reasonable expectation
of future support.
Mrs. Dahl testified that she had hoped for a reconciliation with
deceased.

The only evidence introduced to support this anticipated

or hoped for reconciliation was Mrs. Dahl's testimony that at the
time she left decedent she took only her clothing with her and Mr.
Liapis' testimony that Mrs. Dahl did not want the divorce and talked
about reconciliation (R. 76). The law judge properly discounted
this testimony relying instead on the other evidence which tended to
rebut this evidence.
Both stipulations prepared by the parties called for a waiving
of the statutory waiting period in the divorce action.

It was not

unreasonable for the law judge to conclude that had Mrs. Dahl
genuinely looked forward to a reconciliation, she would not have
voluntarily waived that period generally intended to give the
parties an opportunity to reconcile.
As to the "evidence" that Mrs. Dahl left her belongings (except
clothing) at the house, there was contradictory documentary evidence
presented discrediting her testimony.

The Motion for Temporary

Support and both of the stipulated agreements request that Mrs. Dahl
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Applicant testified that she nad i W o r c e u h i ;n
w i t h the idea of shocking him out ot his habit of
extreme a l c o h o l i s m and that there had been talk-;
of r e c o n c i l i a t i o n between them,
...[A]t the time of d e c e d e n t ' s injury he w a s not
living with nor supporting a p p l i c a n t , nor was she
legally entitled to his support.
T h e only
evidence that applicant and decedent might have
agreed to resume marital relations and his
support of her in the near future came from
applicant, an interested w i t n e s s . T h e
C o m m i s s i o n . . . f o u n d that applicant had not
received anything by w a y of support from decedent
since the divorce nor w a s there a r e a s o n a b l e
expectancy that she would receive such support
and therefore w a s not a dependent of decedent at
the time of his injury.
The only evidence which
even faintly implied that applicant could have
reasonably expected to be supported by decedent
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aauld

having come from applicant herself, and in view
of the fact that no one else was present at these
supposed conversations, and also in view of the
fact that decedent was dead and could not be
there to deny them, the Commission could
reasonably disbelieve the applicant and find as
it did.
White, supra, at p. 881 [emphasis supplied]
Finally, the fact that the Stipulations had not been approved by
the court in the divorce action has no bearing on the question of
dependency in a workers' compensation case.

Dependency and support

are not synonymous.
In Llewelyn v. Industrial Commission et al., Utah, 202 P.2d 160
(1949) the Supreme Court considered the following facts:
Applicant was not living with her husband at
the time of his death. In 1936 she obtained a
decree of separate maintenance from the deceased
by which decree he was required to pay her $25.00
per month. Deceased ...died March 27, 1947....
The last five years of the time since the decree
she received nothing from him, but prior thereto
she had collected $200.00 to $225.00 by legal
proceedings against him.... Except for the time
around his injury and death, she had worked
steadily and earned as high as $75.00 per month.
At the time of the hearing she was not
working...on account of her age. She has no
independent income or property and has at times
received support from their children....
Deceased was a man of 62 years of age, earning
at the time of his injury and death approximately
$150.00 per month.
In holding that the Industrial Commission had erred in denying
her dependent benefits, the Court reasoned as follows:
Let us assume then, that [at the time of the
accident]... the husband had presented to the
court in which the decree of separate maintenance
was rendered, an application for an order
»24-

vacating the alimony provision on the grounds
that applicant was no longer dependent upon him
would it have been granted? The applicant was
out of work at that time; she had not collected
anything from her husband for five years;...Shu
had no income or property of her own; prior to
[the date of in jury].. .her husband never made an
effort to have her dependent status adjudicated
to be different than in the 1936 decree; and
prior to December 1, 1945, she had worked
regularly for as high as $7b.o0 per month, these certainly are insufficient facts to justify
a finding of a change of circumstances adverse t
her. Such an adjudication would be equivalent to
throwing th? wife upon relief,,,.
Dependency and right to support ire not, of
course, synonymous. The wife, though not
requiring the support of the decree, might be
entitled to its benefits at least until the
decree is modified.
In the present case,
however, the right to support at the time of i lie
injury of the husband was concurrent with a
proven condition of lack of independent means of
support in the wife
Llewelyn, supra, it p
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a previously entered decree of divorce) and without a "proven
condition of lack of independent means of support," Mrs. Dahl failed
to establish dependency under the analysis in the Llewelyn case.

It was not reasonably necessary for decedent
to render Mrs. Dahl any financial ai d in
order that she continue to 1 ive in a
condition suitable and becomi•ng to her
station in life.
The evidence before the Industrial Commission clearly
established Mrs. Dahl's "station in life" at the time of decedent's
death to be that of a single woman about to become divorced, sharing
a townhouse with a friend in Colorado, having monthly expenses of
$1,590.00 and a net income of $1,850.00.

Under any interpretation,

this evidence would not have supported a finding that it was
"reasonably necessary" for decedent to render her some financial aid
in order that she might continue to live in that station in life.
Mrs. Dahl seems to argue on appeal that the Industrial
Commission should have found that the standard of living "suitable
and becoming to her station in life" at the time of death was to
resume residing in the Sandy house.

She urges this Court to reverse

the Commission on the basis that it was error not to consider her
voluntary assumption of the house payment on an ongoing basis as an
expense necessary to "continue" that standard of living.

The

Industrial Commission's refusal to consider evidence of her move
back to the house was proper under Riqby, Supra.

Additionally, it

should be remembered that Riqby turned on this very question, the
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thl rd prong of the test.
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The record is silent as to the amount per month
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of his home as was not occupied by him, and
disposed of his city lots, the Commission may have
reasonably inferred... that he would have been able
to meet his obligations and have sufficient funds
remaining to provide for his support and
maintenance according to his station in 1if e . In
such a view it cannot be said that as a matter of
law plaintiff was dependent upon his son Caleb for
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life.

she would have disposed of the house and had "sufficient funds
remaining to provide for" her support and maintenance according to
her station in life.

Her station in life must be determined by the

facts which existed at the time of death and not as she voluntarily
changed that station after death.
CONCLUSION
Mrs. Dahl was not dependent on deceased in whole or in part
prior to his death.

She did not rely on his support, she did not

have a reasonable expectation of future support and it was not
reasonably necessary for decedent to render her any financial aid in
order that she continue to live in a condition suitable and becoming
to her station in life.

The Industrial Commission properly

discounted evidence of her "financial reverses" occurring after the
death and correctly denied her benefits.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 31 *

da

Y

of

December, 1986.

.*-rf-A—=
Suzan Pixfon
Attorney for Respondent
Default Indemnity Fund
Industrial Commission of Utah
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APPENDIX 1
Section 35-1-68 U.C.A.

WORKERS* COMPENSATION LAWS
35-1-68. Injury Causing Death - Burial Expens
- Payment into State Treasury When No Dependent
Mo Dependents - Payments to Dependents - (1) The
is created a Second Injury Fund for the purpose
making payments in accordance with Chapters 1 an<
of this title.
This fund
shall succeed i J
monies heretofore held in that fund designated
the "Special Fund" or the "Combined Injury Fund" *
whenever reference is made elsewhere in this code
the "Special Fund" or the "Combined Injury Fui
that reference shall be deemed to be to the Sect
Injury Fund.
The state treasurer shall be
custodian
of
the Second
Injury Fund and
commission
shall
direct
its
distributi
Reasonable administration assistance may be p
from the proceeds of that fund
The attorr
general shall appoint a member of his staff
represent
the Second Injury Fund
in all pi
ceedings brought to enforce claims against it
(2) If injury causes death within the period
six
years from the date of the accident, \
employer or insurance carrier shall pay the buri
expenses of the deceased as provided in Secti
35-1-81, and further benefits in the amounts and
the persons as follows:
(a) If the commission has made a determinati
that there a m no dependents of the deceased,
may, prior to a lapse of one year from the date
death of a deceased employee, issue a tempora
order tor tht employer or insurance carrier to p
into the Default Indemnity Fund the sum of $30,00*
When the amount in the Default Indemnity Fui
reaches or exceeds $500,000, the $30,000 sha
thereafter be paid into the Second Injury Fund.
the amount in the Default Indemnity Fund falls belt
$500,000 at any time after reaching the initic
$500,000, the com- mission shall direct payment
into either the Second Injury Fund or the Defau]
Indemnity Fund as may be required so as to maintai
the Default Indemnity Fund at or nyar $500, OOC
Before payment into either
fund,
the $30,OOC
shall be reduced by
the amount of any week]
Etfective 3>19 J4

WORKERS1 COMPENSATION LAWS
compensation payments paid to or due the deceased
between the date of the accident and death. If a
dependency claim is filed subsequent to the issuance
of such an order and, thereafter, a determination of
dependency is made by the commission, the award
shall first be paid out of the sum deposited for
credit to the Default Indemnity Fund or the Second
Injury Fund by the employer or insurance carrier
before any further claim may be asserted against the
employer or insurance carrier.
If no dependency
claim is filed within one year from the date of
death, the com- mission's temporary order shall
become permanent and final. If no temporary order
has been issued and no claim for dependency has been
filed within one year from the date of death, the
commission may issue a permanent order at any time
requiring the carrier or employer to pay $30,000
into
the
Second
Injury
Fund.
Any
claim
for
compensation by a dependent must be filed with the
commission within one year from the date of death of
the deceased.
(b)(i) If there are wholly dependent persons at
the time of the death, the payment by the employer
or insurance carrier shalL be 66 2/3% of the
decedent's average weekly wage at the time of the
injury, but not more than a maximum of 85% of the
state average weekly wage at the time of the injury
per week and not less than a minimum of $45 per week
plus $5 for a dependent spouse and $5 for each
dependent minor child under the age of 18 years, up
to a maximum of four such dependent minor children
not to exceed the average weekly wage of the
employee at the time of the injury, but not to
exceed 85% of the state average weekly wage at the
time of the injury per week, to continue during
dependency for the remainder of the period between
the date of the death and not to exceed six years
or 312 weeks after the date of the injury.
(ii)
The weekly payment to wholly dependent
persons during dependency following the expiration
of the first six-year period described in Subsection
(2) (b) (i)
shall be an
amount
equal to the
Effective 3/29/84

35

WORKERS' COMPENSATION LAWS
weekly benefits paid to those wholly dependent
persons during that initial six-year period, reduced
by 50% of any weekly federal social security death
benefits paid to those wholly dependent persons.
(iii) The issue of dependency shall be subject
to review by the commission at the end of the
initial six-year period and annually thereafter. If
in any such review it is determined that, under the
facts and circumstances existing at that time, the
applicant is no longer a wholly dependent person,
the applicant may be considered a partly dependent
or non-dependent person and shall be paid such benefits as the commission may determine pursuant to
Subsection (2)(c)(ii).
I
(iv)
For
purposes
of
any
dependency
determination, a surviving spouse of a deceased
employee shall be conclusively presumed to be wholly
dependent for a six-year period from the date of
death of the employee. This presumption shall not
apply after the initial six-year period and, in
determining the then existing annual income of the
surviving spouse, the commission shall exclude 50%
of any federal social security death benefits
received by that surviving spouse.
(c)(i) If there are partly dependent persons at
the time of the death, the payment shall be 66 2/3%
of the decedent's average weekly wages at the time
of the injury, but not more than a maximum of 85% of
the state average weekly wage at the time of the
injury per week and not less than a minimum of $45
per week, to continue during dependency for the
remainder of the period between the date of death
and not to exceed six years or 312 weeks after the
date of injury as the commission in each case may
determine and shall not amount to more than a maximum of $30,000. The benefits provided for in this
subsection
shall
be
in
keeping
with
the
circumstances and conditions of dependency existing
at the date of injury, and any amount awarded by the
commission under this subsection must be consistent
with the general provisions of this title.
(ii) Benefits to persons determined to be partly
Effective 3/29/84
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APPENDIX 2
Section

35 1 7 1 U . C . A

35-1-71. Dependents—Presumption.—The following persons shall
be presumed to be wholly dependent for support upon a deceased
employee:
Effective 5/12/81

(1) Children under the age of eighteen years or over such age, if
physically or mentally incapacitated and dependent upon the parent,
with whom they are living at the time of the death of such parent, or
who is legally bound for their support.
(2) For purposes of payments to be made under subsection (2)(b)(i)
of section 35-1-68, a surviving husband or wife shall be presumed to be
wholly dependent upon a spouse with whom he or she lived at the time
of the employee's death.
In all other cases, the question of dependency, in whole or in part,
shall be determined in accordance with the facts in each particular case
existing at the time of the injury or death of such employee, except for
purposes of dependency reviews pursuant to subsection (2)(b)(iii) of
section 35-1-68. No person shall be considered as a dependent unless he
or she is a member of the family of the deceased employee, or bears the
relation of husband or wife, lineal descendant, ancestor, or brother or
sister. The word "child'' as used in this title shall include a posthumous
child, and a child legally adopted prior to the injury. Half brothers and
half sisters shall be included in the words "brother or sister" as above
used.

APPENDIX 3
1984 Tax Return

1040

84

U.S. Individual Income Tax Return

Use
IRS
label.
Otherwise,
please
print
or type.

**CH 07 I
CAH-KT SOfiT
flV 5 3 1 - 5 2 - 3 b 2 7
5 2 3 - 7 2 - 6 l d 1 S29 111 «
STEVEN B 6 C*NDI Z
DAHL
4793
11551 S HIDDEN VALLEY BLVD
SAUDI UT
84092

Presidential
Election Campaign

m!

1984 ending

For the year January 1 Oecemoer 3 1 . 1984. or other ta« year tegmrun^

OMB No 1545-0074
Your social security number

Last name

R

4

KAGf.,^

f<-'ju~r

X I No

Yes

flrr.

NoNote: Checking

"Yes" wiii
not change your tax or
reduce your refund.

For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Instructions.

Single

^

M&

*<*W////AX\

If joint return, does your spouse want $ 1 to go to this fund?.

1
2
3

Check only
one box.

Your occupation
Spouse's occupation

Do you want $ 1 to go to this fund?

•

Filing Status

Spouse's social security number

Married filing joint return (even if only one had income)
Married filing separate return. Enter spouse's social security no. above and full name here..
Head of household (with qualifying person). ( S e * page 5 of Instructions.) If the qualifying person is your unmarried child
but not your dependent, write child's n a m e here..
Qualifying wuJow(er) with dependent child (Year spouse died •

6a

Exemptions

b

lease attach
opy B of your
.orms W-2, W-2G.
and VV-2P here.
If you do not have
a W-2, see
page 4 of
Instructions.

6 5 or over

8lmd

Spouse

6 5 or over

8lmd

d Other dependents:
( I ) Name

«

p

Yourself

(4) 0*4 dependent
have income of
J l OOGor more*

(3) Number of
months lived
in your home

(2) Relationship

(5) 0«j you provide
more than one halt o(
dependent s support?

Total number of exemptions claimed (also complete line 3 6 )

Enter number
of other
dependents
•
Add numbers
entered in
boxes above

.Tfintr

7

Wages, salaries, tips, etc

8

Interest income (also attach Schedule

8 if over

•
•
62-

$400)
,9b

9a Dividends (also attach Schedule 8 if over $400)

Exclusion

c Subtract line 9b from line 9a and enter the r e s u l t .
10

Refunds of State and local income taxes, from the worksheet on page 9 of Instructions (do not enter
an amount unless you itemized deductions for those taxes in an earlier year—see

11

page 9)

.

.

.

12

Business income or (loss) (attach Schedule

13

Capital gam or (loss) (attach

Schedule

C)

11
12

,

li.

13

D)

r

14

4 0 % of capital gain distributions not reported on line 13 (see page 9 of Instructions) .

15

Supplemental gains or (losses) (attach

16

Fully taxable pensions, IRA distributions, and annuities not reported on line 17

.

.

.

Form 4797)

1

18

Rents, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc. (attach

19

Farm income or (loss) (attach

Schedule

F)

.

.

.

Schedule

£)

17b

.

18

.;

19

.

20a Unemployment compensation (insurance). Total received .

m

20a

20b

b Taxable amount, if any, from the worksheet on page 1 0 of Instructions .
21a Social security benefits, (see page 1 0 of Instructions) . . . .

I ^*a

21b

Taxable amount, if any, from the worksheet on page 11 of Instructions.

22

Other income (state nature and source—see page 11 of Instructions)

23

Add lines 7 through 2 2 . This is your t o t a l income

24

Moving expense (attach Form 3903

14
15
16

I

b Taxable amount, if any, from t h e worksheet on page 10 of Instructions .

b

S01

.

Alimony received

17a Other pensions and annuities, including rollovers. Total received 1

Please
attach check
or money
order here.

Enter numoer of
boies checked
on 6a and b •
Enter number
of children
listed on 6c
•

c Fust names of your dependent children who lived with y o u .

Always check
the box labeled
Yourself.
Check other
boxes if they
apply.

Income

). (See page 6 of Instructions.)

19

22

Adjustments
to Income
(See
Instructions on
nage 1 1 . )

Adjusted
Gross Income

or 3903F)

25

Employee business expenses (attach

26a

IRA deduction, from the worksheet on page 12

b

Form 2106)

Enter here IRA payments you m a d e in 1 9 8 5 that are included
in line 2 6 a above •

I

I

I

27
28
29

Alimony paid

30
31

Add lines 2 4 through 3 0 . These are your total a d j u s t m e n t s

32

^?,^6j

•

Payments to a Keogh (H.R.

10) retirement plan

Penalty on early withdrawal of savings

Oeduction for a married couple when both work (attach ScheduieW)
Subtract line 3 1 from line 23. This is your adjusted g r o w I n c o m e . If this line is less than
$10,000.
see "Earned Income Credit" (line 59) on page 16 of Instructions. If you want IRS
to figure your tax. seepage 12 of Instructions.
.

•

32

O,

^/:!wT^

Schedule A—Itemized Deductions

SCHEDULESA&8
(Form 1 0 4 0 )

(Schedule 8 is on back)

i > 0 « n m e n t or t r ^ 7fca»ur y
UH^rndl Revenue Service (1)

•

Attach to Form 1040. •

U^/'

Se« Instructions for Schedules A and 8 (Form 1040).

07
Your t o c i i i **curity numote

Name<s) as jrtown on f o r m 1040
A'

Medical and
Dental Exp«ns«

a

Taxes You
Paid
(See
Instructions on
page 20)

(See
Instructions on
page 20)

>#>9//<

fit

'• fz

zU->

Doctors, dentists, nurses, hospitals, insurance premiums
2a
2b

b

Transportation and lodging

c

Other (list—include hearing aids, dentures, eyeglasses, etc.)

I

2c
3
4
5
6

Add lines 1 through 2c, and write the total here
Multiply the amount on Form 1040, line 33, by 5% (.05)
Subtract line 4 from line 3. If zero or less, write -0-. Total medical and dental . •
7 ? o 6
State and local income taxes

7
8

Real estate taxes
a General sales tax (see sales tax tables in instruction booklet)
b General sales tax on motor vehicles

9

Other taxes (list—include personal property taxes)

11

f o r or

da
8b

•

if

Add the amounts on lines 6 through 9. Write the total here. Total taxes . •
<
a Home mortgage interest you paid to financial institutions . . 11a
=)^\%
b

£5

Zl.

")<7^

/tV.'W.. P*?L f. A.V.
10

Interest You
Paid

Z

you paid for medical and dental care, etc.

(Do not include
expanses
reimbursed or
paid by others.)
(Se«
Instructions on
page 19)

Ql

Prescription medicines and drugs; and insulin

10

Home mortgage interest you paid to individuals (show that
person's name and address) •

12

Total credit card and charge account interest you paid .

.

13

Other interest you paid (list)

$Ai?r...

• . . ^ . 4 4 . 0 . ft^f:.

.

.

lib
12

JZ2mob
*3

m Jz&~?f. fJ t*.*-. £?r.: A'/V.'V.r

13

Contributions
Yoii Made

14

Add the amounts on lines 11a through 13. Write the total here. Total interest.

15

a
b

(See
Instructions on
page 20)

•

14

Cash contributions. (If you gave $3,000 or more to any one
organization, report those contributions on line 15b.) . . .
Cash contributions totaling $3,000 or more to any one
organization. (Show to whom you gave and how much you
gave.) •

15a

12L±

Oo

15b

JJL

/

<Z-Ht

16

Other than cash (attach required statement)

17
18

17
Carryover from prior year
Add the amounts on lines 15a through 17. Write the total here. Total contributions.

•

18

Casualty and
Theft Losses

19

19

MiscelUfldotn
D«duct3ofls

20

Total casualty or theft loss<es). (You must attach Form 4684 or similar statement.)
(see page 21 of Instructions)
•
20
Union and professional dues .
JLLL

(See
Instructions on
page 21)

21

.

Jo

21

Tax return preparation fee .

22

Other (list type and amount)

23

Add the amounts on lines 20 through 22. Write the total here. Total miscellaneous .

24

Add the amounts on lines 5, 10, 14, 18, 19, and 23. Write your answer here.

25

If you checked Form 1040

26

Subtract line 25 from line 24. Write your answer here and on Form 1040, line 34a. (If
line 25 is more than line 24, see the Instructions for line 26 on page 22.) . . . .' •

•

22

Summary of
Itemized
Deduction
>e
instructions on
P*g«22)

(
<
(

•

ling Status box 2 or 5, write $ 3 , 4 0 0 '
Fili.
Filing
Filii Status box 1 or 4, write $2,300 \
Filing
Fili, Status box 3, write $1,700

For Pap^rwor* Reduction Act Notica, »*t Form 1040 Instruction*.

23
24

lo-iK\^i

25

"3? «-+ o J> OZ>

26

) r 3 < ? 6 | M-i

Sch#du4« A (Form 1040) 19*4.

Deduction for a Married Couple
When Both Work
""

Schedule W
(j-orm 1040)
Department of tne Treasury
Internal Revenue Service (2)

Names as shown on Form 1040

•

OMBNo 15^5 u074

1184

for Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, s«e Form 1040 Instructions.
• Attach to Form 1040.

1

^

20

Your tocUi t«curity number

SlJL<yA^ __& «i C^JMOC "2.. JjrivL.
Step 1 Figure your earned income

|_ fin
(a) You

Sz\ 3 6 2.-7

(b) Your spouse

1 Wages, salaries, tips, etc., from Form 1040, line 7. (Do not in1

}/,tf-7-7

H^

2 Net profit or (loss) from self-employment (from Schedules C and
F (Form 1040), Schedule K-l (Form 1065), and any other taxable
2
self-employment or earned income)
. . .
3 Add lines 1 and 2. This is your total earned i n c o m e . . . .

Step 2

3

lo

3 ^ 7 7

<-*L

3

1 * . <=7 O ?

7-0

*.3 S-7

oQ

Figure your qualified earned income

Subtract line 4 from line 3. This is your qualified earned income.
(If the amount in column (a) or (b) is zero (-0-) or less, stop here.
You may not take this deduction.)

/, L i~A <-t A
3*->. 2 - r /

sA

1<=>,

J T II

\1^>

Figure your deduction

6 Compare the amounts in columns (a) and (b) of line 5. Write the smaller amount here. (Write
either amount if 5(a) and 5(b) are exactly the same.) Do not write more than $30,000
. .
7

U , ^notf

2

Adjustments from Form 1040, lines 25, 26a, 27, and any
repayment of sub-pay included on line 3 1 . (See instructions
below.)

Step 3

1

Percentage used to figure the deduction (10%)
Multiply the amount on line 6 by the percentage on line 7. This is the amount of your deduction. Write the answer here and on Form 1040, line 30
•

Instructions
Complete this schedule and attach it to
your Form 1040 if you take the
deduction for a married couple when
both work. You may take the deduction
if both you and your spouse:
• work and have qualified earned
income, and
• file a joint return, and
• do not file Form 2555 to exclude
income or to exclude or deduct
certain housing costs, and
• do not file Form 4563 to exclude
income.
There are three steps to follow in
figuring the deduction on Schedule W.
Step 1 (lines l f 2, and 3).—Figure
earned income separately for yourself
and your spouse.
Step 2 (lines 4 and 5).—Figure
qualified earned income separately for
yourself and your spouse by subtracting
-tain adjustments from earned
...come.
Step 3 (lines 6, 7, and 8).—Figure the
jeduction based on the smaller of:

• the qualified earned income entered
in column (a) or (b) of line 5,
whichever is less, OR
• $30,000.
Earned income,—This is generally
income you receive for services you
provide. It includes wages, salaries,
tips, commissions, certain disability
income, sub-pay, etc. (from Form
1040, line 7). It also includes income
earned from self-employment (from
Schedules C and F of Form 1040 and
Schedule K-l of Form 1065), and net
earnings and gains (other than capital
gains) from the disposition, transfer, or
licensing of property that you created.
Earned income does not include
interest, dividends, social security or
tier 1 railroad retirement benefits, IRA
distributions, unemployment
compensation, deferred compensation,
or nontaxable income. It also does not
include any amount your spouse paid
you.
Caution: Do not consider community
property laws in figuring your earned
income.
Qualified earned income.—This is the
amount on which the deduction is
based. Figure it by subtracting certain
adjustments from earned income.

*Lo,

y 11

x-o

x .10
8

ion

>2.

These adjustments (and the related
lines on Form 1040) are:
• Employee business expenses (from
line 25).
• Payments to an IRA (from line 26a).
• Payments to a Keogh plan (from line
27).
• Repayment of supplemental
unemployment benefits (sub-pay)
included in the total on line 3 1 , See
the instructions on repayment of
sub-pay on page 12 of the Form
1040 Instructions.
Enter the total of any adjustments
that apply to your or your spouse's
earned income in the appropriate
column of line 4.
Example.—You earned a salary of
$20,000 and had $3,000 of employee
business expenses (line 25 of Form
1040). Your spouse earned $17,000
and put $1,000 into an IRA (line 26a of
Form 1040). Your qualified earned
income is $17,000 ($20,000 minus
$3,000) and your spouse's is $16,000
($17,000 minus $1,000). Because
your spouse's qualified earned income
is less than yours, the deduction is
figured on your spouse's income.
Therefore, the deduction is $1,600
($16,000 x:10).
S«b#duJ« W (Form 1040) 1964

Form

Employ.-.* Business Expenses

210S

> Attach to Form 1 0 4 0 .

(6)

54
Social security number

Occupation in wmcn expenses were incurred

&_£, S?H<-

ST?VC
ilffiTll

11184

(Please use Form 3903 to figure moving expense deduction.)

Department at f*>e Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

O M 8 N 0 1545 0 1 3 9

E m P * ° y e * Business Expenses D e d u c t i b l e In Figuring A d j u s t e d Gross I n c o m e on Form 1 0 4 0 , Line 3 2

1

1 Reimbursed and unreimbursed fares for airplane, boat, bus, taxicab, train, etc
2 Reimbursed and unreimbursed meal, lodging, and other expenses while away from your tax home.
3 Reimbursed and unreimbursed car expenses from Part II
4 Reimbursed and unreimbursed outside salesperson's expenses other than those shown on lines
1 through 3. Caution: Do not use this line unless you are an outside salesperson (see instructions).

/ , * 2-«r

<+6

A 6 z

*L

5 Reimbursed expenses other than those shown on lines 1 through 3 (see instructions)
6 Add lines 1 through 5
7 Employer's payments for these expenses only if not included on Form W-2 . .
J*?*.^0*-*.0^^
8 If line 6 is more than line 7, subtract line 7 from line 6. Enter here and on Form 1040, line 25 . . .
9 If line 7 is more than line 6, subtract line 6 from line 7 Enter here and on Form 1040, line 7. .
f jffll*!J1 ^

a r

.

.

E * P e n s e s ( U s e either y o u r a c t u a l expenses or the m i l e a g e r a t e . )

Carl

Car 2

Car 3

mnnth<:
months
A Number of months you used car for business during 1984 .
mil*<;
milp<;
B Total mileage for months on line A
C Business part of line 8 mileage
mi!P5
m«l**
D Date placed in service
/
/
/
/
Actual Expenses (Include expenses on lines 1 and 2 only for the months showr1 on line A, above.)
1
2 Other
2
3
3 Total (add lines 1 and 2)
4
4 Divide line C by line B, above
%
%
5 Multiply line 3 by line 4
5
6
6 Depreciation (see instructions)
7
7 Business parking fees and tolls
8 Add lines 5 through 7. Also enter in Part 1, line 3.
8
i

mnnths
mil**
mi!**

/

/

%

Mileage Rate
miles

9 Enter the smaller of (a) 15,000 miles or (b) the total mileage (Car 1+ Car 2+ Car 3) from line C, above
10
11
12
13
14

Multiply line 9 by 20l/^C ( 2 0 5 ) ( l i e (.11) if applicable, see instructions)
Enter the total mileage, if any (Car 1 + Car 2 + Car 3) from line C that is over 15,000 miles
. . . .
Multiply line 11 by I K ( 11) and enter here
Business part of car interest, parking fees, tolls, and State and local taxes (except gasoline tax) . . .
Total (add lines 10, 12, and 13) Enter here and in Part I, line 3

10
11
12
13
14

miles

I f f i j j j j j Information About Educational Expenses Shown in Part 1 or on Schedule A (Form 1 0 4 0 )
1 Did you need this education to meet the minimum educational requirements for your business or profession? .
2 Will this study program qualify you for a new business or profession?

.

. D
•

Yes
Yes

•
•

No
No

Note: If your answer to question 1 or 2 is "Yes, '"stop here. You cannot deduct these expenses, even if you do not intend to change
your business or profession.
3 If " N o , " list the courses you took and their relationship to your business or profession •

Changes You Should Note
New rules apply that may limit the amount of
your recovery deduction for depreciation and
investment credit for certain property used in
your trade or business and placed in service
afterJunel8,1984.
• For calendar year 1984, the recovery
deduction for a "passenger automobile"
may not exceed $4,000, and the investment
credit may not exceed $1,000. In figunng
your recovery deduction, for purposes of
this limitation, the section 179 expense
deduction is treated as a recovery
deduction. These amounts are reduced if
your business use is less than 100%

The section 179 expense deduction and
investment credit are not allowed for
certain property such as "passenger
automobiles" and other transportation
property used 50% or less in your trade or
business. Additionally, if you use the
property 50% or less in a trade or business,
you must use the straight-line method of
depreciation.
No deduction for recovery depreciation or
investment credit will be allowed for an
employee's "passenger automobile" or
other transportation property unless such
use is for the convenience of the employer
and required as a condition of employment

Fof Pap«r*orx Reduction Act Notict, **« Instructions on bacx,

*..

•

New recordkeeping rules for trade or
business expenses will apply beginning in
1985. See Important Tax Law changes
on page 2 of your 1984 Form 1040
Instructions.
See Publications 572, Investment Credit
and 534, Depreciation, for more detail on the
kinds of property to which the above
limitations apply. Also, see Forms 3468,
Computation of Investment Credit, and 4562,
Depreciation and Amortization, for additional
information.

Form 2106(1934)

Form

Employee Business Expenses

210S

OMBNo 1545-0139

• Attach to Form 1040.

internal Revenue Service (6)

54
Occupation in which expenses were incurred

Social security numoer

our' name
<V77*//?

W84

(Please use Form 3903 to figure moving expense deduction.)

Department of the Treasury

B. JSfiM.

EEL E m p l o y e e Business Expenses Deductible in Figuring A d j u s t e d Gross Income on Form 1 0 4 0 , Line 3 2

'

1 Reimbursed and unreimbursed fares for airplane, boat, bus, taxicab, train, etc .

*. T ? "7

2 Reimbursed and unreimbursed meal, lodging, and other expenses while away from»yow
/our taxTibmir
3 Reimbursed and unreimbursed car expenses from Part II
4 Reimbursed and unreimbursed outside salesperson's expenses other than those shown on lines
1 through 3. Caution: Do not use this line unless you are an outside salesperson (see instructions).

...l7hlV.riC../?rX:..:^!/^^^

*l^>

5 Reimbursed expenses other than those shown on lines 1 through 3 (see instructions).

.

6 Add lines 1 through 5

.

.

7 Employer's payments for these expenses only if not included on Form W-2 .

. /. / ! / .^ x '.

0~

.

**•*

U/.-L.

8 If line 6 is more than line 7, subtract line 7 from line 6. Enter here and on Form 1040, line 25

^

L?-0

1

2 3 ^>-)

Oo

9 if line J is more than line 6, subtract line 6 from line 7. Enter here and on Form 1040, line 7.

Ifi^fl^f I ^ a r £*P e n s e s (^ se e*ther your actual expenses or the mileage rate.)
Car 2

Carl
A Number of months you used car for business during 1984 .
B Total mileage for months on line A
C Business part of line B mileage
D Date placed in service

1

3 Total (add lines 1 and 2)

6 Depreciation (see instructions)
7 Business parking fees and toils. .
8 Add lines 5 through 7. Also enter in Part 1, line 3.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Car 3

months

months

.

miles

_ miles

.

miles

.

miles

.

.

miles

L

1

months

miles

/

L

/
!

1
%

%

%

9
10
11
12
13
14

miles

Mileage Rate
9 Enter the smaller of (a) 15,000 miles or (b) the total mileage (Car 1+ Car 2+ Car 3) from line C, above
10 Multiply line 9 by 20V*t (.205) ( 1 1 * (. 11) if applicable, see instructions)
11 Enter the total mileage, if any (Car 1 + Car 2 • Car 3) from iine C that is over 15,000 miles
. . . .

miles

12 Multiply line 11 by 11< (.11) and enter here
13 Business part of car interest, parking fees, tolls, and State and local taxes (except gasoline tax) . . .
14 Total (add lines 10,12, and 13). Enter here and in Part Mine 3
Information About Educational Expenses Shown In Part 1 or on Schedule A (Form 1 0 4 0 )
1 Did you need this education to meet the minimum educational requirements for your business or profession? .
2 Will this study program qualify you for a new business or profession?

.

. D

Yes

•

. D

Yes

D No

No

Note: If your answer to question 1 or 2 is "Yes," stop here. You cannot deduct these expenses, even if you do not intend to change
your business or profession.
3 if " N o , " l i s t the courses you took and their relationship to your business or profession •

Changes You Should Note
New rules apply that may limit the amount of
your recovery deduction for depreciation and
investment credit for certain property used in
your trade or business and placed in service
afterJunel8,1984.
• For calendar year 1984, the recovery
deduction for a "passenger'automobile"
may not exceed $4,000, and the investment
credit may not exceed $1,000. In figuring
your recovery deduction, for purposes of
this limitation, the section 179 expense
deduction is treated as a recovery
deduction. These amounts are reduced if
your business use is less than 100%.

The section 179 expense deduction and
investment credit are not allowed for
certain property such as "passenger
automobiles" and other transportation
property used 50% or less in your trade or
business. Additionally, if you use the
property 50% or less in a trade or business,
you must use the straight-line method of
depreciation.
No deduction for recovery depreciation or
investment credit will be allowed for an
employee's "passenger automobile" or
other transportation property unless such
use is for the convenience of the employer
and required as a condition of employment.

Fof Piperworlc Reduction Act Notice, tee Instructions on tuck.

•

New recordkeeping rules for trade or
business expenses will apply beginning in
1985. See Important Tax Law Changes
on page 2 of your 1984 Form 1040
Instructions.

See Publications 572, Investment Credit
and 534, Depreciation, for more detail on the
kinds of property to which the above
limitations apply. Also, see Forms 3468,
Computation of Investment Credit, and 4562,
Depreciation and Amortization, for additional
information.-

Form 2106(1984)

UTAH RESIDENT LONG FORM
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURN
zaa

S33ES

. 19

. ending

FORM TC-40

, 19

Last Name

Name {t( |0'Ht return give first names ano initials of ootnj

A

otherwise

/our social security nymoer

V^H

U

Present nome aOdress iNumoer ana street including apanment numoer or 'urai route)

type or

"3184

For the year ending December 31,1984 or otner taxable year
beginning

Use laoel.

TAH

spouse s soc.ai security numoer

print in
County

C«ty, tc™n or post ottice

black or

Jit!

Slate and ZIP Code m

• 1 . R U N G STATUS — Check only one

•Z

Cntwriumfetf

EXEMPTIONS

A. L J S I n g i e , except head of household
B. Q

Heed of Household - Enter name
of qualifying child;d*pendent

C ^ M

1

^ ^

0. [ j M i f r , * < *

Occupation

P' 9 Cy

fi,{n

Yourself

@

Spouse

0

SUnd

•

•

D

Yours

h/3 ***<*£

Spouse s

P u V o >*,.

• 3 . ELECTION CAMPAIGN F U N 0 Check box indicating (1) party to which you

cfw«**4

wish to make a $1.00 contribution or, (2) no
contribution. Checking box wtii not increase

D

2A_

tax o< reduce r§tun4.

9 Joint return

9 separately. Give

Number of dependent children

Spouse

D
D

a

spouse's social security number in

who lived wtth you

heading above and enter spouse's

Number of other dependents

Democrat
28._
2C._

TOTAL EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED

Republican

4. Federal Return: (Check type of return filed Artacn complete copy with all scnedufes)

>

e20._
( x ) F o r m 1040

No Contribution

2-

L J F o r m 1040 A

D

•
•

a
•

Libertarian

full name here

[~""]lQ4Q £ Z

ZHEIZHEI

5. A d j u s t e d G r o s s I n c o m e (from Federal return - see instructions for line 5)

6. Deduction*: Check type of deduction being used on state return — CHECK ONLY ONE
e

Yourself

American

fl,in

^
>Pr-r

5d (A). Itemized Deduction* (amount shown on line 24 of F^c^i Schedule A). O R
"
(B). Standard Deduction (for single, mamed Ming jointly and head of household: $1.300.00.

Q

minimum or 15% of line 5 with a 12.000 00 maximum Por married Ming separately $650 00
minimum or l 5 % o t U n e 5 , wrthaSI.QOOOOmiuimum. Please read inatruciione for exceptions)
7. Exemptions (total exemptions claimed on line 2 0 times $750 00)
Federal Income Tax Determined for the Same Period (see instructions for i«ne 8)
9. inter*** from US. Government Obligation* (included in Federal adjusted cross income)

>g.-)?6

•
•

1,

e

b.^i S<=>

v j

r*a

e

10. Retirement Income (complete Schedule B on back of form)

« 10

11. Stat* Tax Refund (if included as income on Federal return)

e 11

12* Adoption, Railroad Retirement, and Other Deduction* (see irctruction*; attach explanation)

* 12|

To 1 i T

13, Total Exemptiona and Deductions (add i«nes 6 through 12)

131

in

14. Total Income L a s * Exemption* and Deduction* (fcne 5 less line 13)

14

$?.f

tl\l2-

^Z

Ofel 2.?

15. Add State Income Tax (amount shewn on line 6 of Federai Schedule A)

• 15|

16. Equitable, Lump Sum and Other Adjustments (see instructions, attach explanation)

• 16

2.206

^67is*

ZX.
171

. 17. Total Addition* (add lines 15 *™i 16)
U . T o t * i Utah Taxable Income (add imes 14 and 17)

or

^ , 3 I M

181

COMPUTE THE TAX ON AMOUNT ON UNE18 PER TAX RATE SCHEDULE ON REVERSE Of FORM
19. U t a h I n c o m e T a x (from Tax Rate Schedule* on back of form)

4) 19J

2 0 . C r e d i t for U t a h I n c o m e T a x W r t h h e W (attach wttrtaHdmg

torma).

• 20

2 1 . Credft for income T a x * * Paid to Another Stat* (complete Schedule A on back of form)

#

22. Credit for Utah income Tax Prepaid

e 22l

23. Other Credit* (complete Schedule C on back of form)

* 23

^ ^ o ^

tz

D$1

D * 5

D * ™ <* *

_

23. Net Refund•subtract line 27 from line 25. This amount will be refunded to you. Weaae aflew t o ears for process!**

payment to:

JILL

25

31

(enter amount), or

Enttf contribution amount on line 27 $t right

UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION
160 E THIRD SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84134-0134

0 6 2JL

j © * > 25!

25. Refund - If Hn* 2 4 1 * larger then line 19, subtract line 19 from line 24 and entar balance

Send return and

i.?

24

25. Additional Tax Oue • If line 1 9 1 * larger than 24, subtract line 24 from line 19 and tnter balance • PAY THIS AMOUNT

27. Utah Nongame Wildlife Fund. I wish to contribute

C?4

21

24,Tot»iCr*cto(acai<ne*20tfYC^

0 1 do not wi*h to contribute.

*2- L ^ ^ H ^

•

27

liiiuj

N ^ e 28

OfflOAL
USE ONLY

P/A
UFA
JCR
Und«* p#rm«*$ o< p«»tury I o*c\*m in»i I nav* oamrfvacl m«s t*\*n inciuOw^ »ccymoJrtyioq %cr*Ou*% and $t«c«m«n<j and to If* D#t< o< «ny hnomnoq* toe oe<««< i<.« (ry« co"«a and
Otmpt«« 0«ci*/«t*xi oi p«»o*f«f totr^f irvan ujipay«<l t* &4>«d on AX Mikymiton o* *r*cn r* n«s any hnowi^og*

l.1>l.2f
SIGN

You signature

Oate

HERE
Scours s s^natur* (il fiimg )0«n(«y 8 0 TH must s^n ev«n it only on« nad income)

10HN PO^ x t^mm
^'"llSl'ttflq'A^L^UT 84105
J

w , v 1 ^^f9(

z.-ii.t

r

Date

$

g , ^ ^ ^ j or Soc Sec No

j^jd

ot Aymcie

* oa on
~* -

1
1

- -

1

ur?"*

Employer % rumt *JOf«$ a m i t P coda

T

-

T <~

*-. T -

,•

i

»

.
- •>

-»

w

\* «

J

7 Advance t C pjymwt

3 f-owai ocom« i i w rnn«*d

I &nptoy«t» social stcur ry numo«r

. '7_tl .
12 fcmowyaa • nam*, address and ZIP coo*

r

0 WaoaL-99*. 9 t ^ « comoOTutioft

11 Socui Mcunry u i w mrwtu

^\

i en.,.
11 S o t t a ^ - a n t * waqat

11551
SAM.Y

5 Hi _ ' s (fA L L 4 Y =LV
(Jf

U Socut Mcunty apt

: ' <r > • c *
17 Suta mcoflM u .

19 H a m <x S u n

OJ7 •
20 Local tncom* t u

Fofm W-2 Wage and Tax Statement 1984

This information is being furnished to
the Internal Revenue Service

36-3004439 IBS Aop 6/84

l*»e4*M>262$

21 Loc* » * } • » apt. i c

SlatalD

Control

QV

22 Mama ol toca fy

Department of the Treasu
Internal Revenue Servi

22960

2 Employer's name address and ZIP code

*€VLQN S e « V ! C 2 # J NC •
>1*7 ROUTE 2 7
fOISON, H + J
06626
3I73-M3
9 Federal income tax withheld

I Employee s socal security numoef

Ul-62-0627

10 Wages tips other compensaiwn

12 Employees name address, andZIF^CQdi ^

13 Social securitywioes

.,•..,.

11 Social security tax wtthto

2509#2.

35*77*42

6277*77

MSociaJ i f i a j n t y ^ u p i . . .

«r

37450 #02
i i ^ a INS
S6«40

rrEvc o OAML
i t S S l SO HIDDEN VUY ©UVO
pAWOY
rr
8409?

17 Statt iAcomi t u

1919.0S
20 Locai I A O M M l u

'jS^^g^i^f5£l »t^««fir
'JB5VL0N « — » • - » > - - < » * . * '
& X 4 7 f»OWT^^
^.^arf_1 ^
^ .,
na> i S O N • H * j
* « * i a « ~ j ?«•; > ^ *• -: -

35*577«42
21 UcaJ » t g t * . Op*, ite.

2 HUM «(locality

h - . V**.-Lr.'*P'.,.W , v , •*"

'

JMnrc* EC payment

10 Wages tips*Dtt>er c o ^ p e o s a j t o r t ' f i l Social security taawitw

?s^>r;4a;.
- ^ »

> » •

»

-- <-*<r

2509^2

•

13 Social M * W I S

•>^C-f««W .^«"

UTAH

»3*!»*5!
BH5

13«!*W30:
tat.-

19 K M W 4 Stilt

Wafe art Tax SWMwtOMINcl
; ^ - dpi C - ^ T v t * f liyw's iw

banOAcxjtOQ { W ) b « 1

6AilocatsdtipS'

h I Employee s sooaJ s e c y r r t ^ ^ h f l e t - "

U Suta v a o «tie.tie.

P" 1984'
3 unptayit't

i> U J

18 .

> / ^ 4 * JiSociai awtfyjip* . „

Lii*ki,I«S ^ . . _ .
^TT
" :>;2fif#4'0 -*"*<• ^^" - - " - - - - r 1fMaiM4<a«ti

?919%8' 3 5 3 7 7 * 4 2 .
a i d c a l UKOMM t u

21 Lacai «t9««. opt tK.

22 >Ume tt lecj^t

(

""3 Ove'

i i t NJ

it*'

2 t^p^yfJ « * * acarass and JP code
OM8NO

r. •*

1

$4S-OOto

C^ C w /

f

6 AiHXJlM tips

7 Advanre c C Mr" 1 "

3 £/np»y«a t social MOMity oumo»<

* f^wai

1 .

* ~

U'.s.c:

7 , * :
11 Sooai secunry tax wim^id

0 W»g« oo« onvtr cofflpamaoon

12fcropwyeas nam*. Moma am ZIP coda

2i

i.«»:
14 Socin ncurtry tip*

13 Sooai aacurrty «aga«

l.f-1

S ^IDCC\

SA\UY

rj

vALLcY

17 Stati income tax

I SUM waqw up*, t c

9 Mam or Sur

20 local wcoma tax

21 local waoa* tip*. «c

22 Harm of tocaic

fc^C7,

Fonn W-2 Wage and Tax Statement 1984

I

3 £/np«oy*ri WamnVa&oo rumtm

4 £rno«oy«r i Sun NumMf

@^Copy2JTallt«iIed:wi
f#i«npIoyec;s:SUtC4C!ty;i
gj2£I Locat income: Uxrcfurh

.4-s'3<?7?v2

2 fimoWytn nam* addrasi and ZIP coda

T

v :
V

: -K

A M I \ . ,

- •I T i

r-

Department of the Trea
Internal Revenue Se

This information is being furnished to
the Internal Revenue Service

36 3004439 IRS App 6/34

-4-

•J. DC

:-C"

LV.

UT

f>com« t n wiinnmd

OM8 No 1$4£-00C4

c

- ,s
Stat
yova*

CMI>«

6 Ailocatad Bps

7 Atfvanca SC paymant

4 Employta t aocial Mcurrry numoer

3faoaralincome tax witnn*d

10 Waoaa, apt. vom eomoanution

tt Socut sacunfy (ax wiffiftetd

13 Sooaf wcDnty-vagas ~

14 Sacrai aacurrty spa

" /• • \ . N ^ c 1.

tt

12 Emowyae i ta/na. addnm and ZIP coda

Oa-HLf
U f t l

C C
S H i Di,6.\

S:\LY

VALLCY

J

LV,

CO
17 Stan axoma ux

14 Sa» w«9«s aea. a*

3 Locat moemacax

21 Local vagas. Ops. ac

^C?C

IJT

\^

I

22 Matw oi kicai

Wage and Tax Statement 1984

Ipwxrtt numoar

3 bwowyirs ktamrttcaaow nmwaar

4 E**ey«rt s u a Momoar

C^-C3 97JS?

a> 4'

.tV

Cdpr 2? Toftetfileciwitti^
employee's Statei' Cilyior^
: Local income tax return^

^ZUrt

2 Emptoy^f i namt adOms. and ZIP coda

• Employee's andempicyefs;^
copr comparett^^;'

0 M 8 N a 1546^3006

r

-": -

:.->ITH"" ^ i i j ;
Stat
9<OVM

f

75

,c;c 7

^r

fl"9

fOfil

« Mtocatad not

7 Advanca dC paym«it

I £mp*jya t aocial »a«unty nwnoar

* PwJaral »ocom« tan wrw»«d

>fc 3 7 ; t l - l

'2 Efliojoyw « noma aodnw and Z.1» cooa

I Sooai Mcunjy tax wrw*<d

C

Z

OAHL

i^i

6.

I.- C 7 . - <

13 Seem aaourny wagaa

115:1
SA^TY

S hlDutK

^ALL£Y
UT

PLVL"

M Social aacwriy ooa

l^e^t.fC
17 Sera mean* tax

3 W

[

C.J.

tl Stra waoaa ooa. re
C -

-

A

.

77 local w * f l «
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APPENDIX 4
1985 Tax Return

0**£>ar-n->.*r.t Of

n.
S y n
^ U

-IrtHfOiii

• * • - v •» n

u

•*

cf

jf'

U.S. Individual income Tax Return

U^CO

r e »*e >t?ar January i December 31 1985 or otner tax year o ^ c ' T ^ C

Use
IRS
abel.
Otherwise,
ptease
print

K

1985 ercir^

Your first name and initial (if joint return a'so gtve spouse s name und initial)

Present nome address (numoer and street, including aoartment numoer or rural route)

SZ3

City, town or post office state, and Z.P code

S/frVOV, UT

Presidential
L
Election Campaign *

Ycrocapaton

S^09/~

Og?V~

SZ

3627

Do you want S1 to go to this fund?
If joint
join return, does your spouse want $ 1 to go to this fund?

numoer

£/<?/

TZ

MAeVA&£.X.

SocusesoccLoator ^^^^y

Smgie

C V S No 15-iS 0 0 " 4

Spouse 5 social security

/? o. SOX XZ4-

°'type. I

ATTSA/C^rVT

Yes %

Note: Lr,ec*irg
Yes »m
not change your tax or
recuce your refund

No

1 Yes f//M

No

| For Privacy Act and Paoerwork Reduction Act Notice, see Instructions.

Filing Status

Married filing joint return (even if only one had income)

Check only
one box.

Head of household (with qualifying person) (See page 5 of Instructions ) \i the qualifying person is your unowned child

Married filing separate return Enter spouse's social security no. above and full name here

but not your dependent, write child's name here
Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (year spouse died • 19
Yourself

6a

Exemptions

b

Spouse

I

I 65 or over

Blind

I 65 or over

8l«nd

e Other dependents.
(l)Name

. Income

i

7

1
1
Total number of exemptions claimed (also complete line 36)
Wages, salaries, tips. etc. (Attach Form(s) W-2.). .

8

Interest income (also attach Schedule B if over $400)

i

i

i

Enter number
of other
dependents •
Add numbersl

1 entered in
boxes aoove •

. . . .

•
•
•

4*4 66/1

mm

, 9b Exclusion

9a Dividends (also attacn Schedule 8 if over $400)

9c

c Subtract line 9b from line 9a and enter the result
10

Taxable refunds of state and local income taxes, if any. from the worksheet on page 9 of Instructions.

11
12

Alimony received

10
11

JOL

12
13

Business income or (loss) (attach Schedule C)

13

Capital gam or (loss) (attach Schedule D)

14

4 0 % of capital gain distributions not reported on line 13 (see page 9 of Instructions) .

15

Other gams or (losses) (attach Form 4797)

16

Fully taxable pensions, IRA distributions, and annuities not reported on line 17 (see page 9).

.

'

.

18

Rents, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc. (attach Schedule E)
Farm income or (loss) (attach Schedule F)
20a j

Tii-«««mpt
interest .

22

Other income (list type and amount—see page 11 of Instructions)

23

Add lines 7 through 22 This is your total income

15
16
17b
18
19
20b

b Taxable amount, if any, from the worksheet on page 10 of Instructions .
21a Social security benefits (see page 10). Total received
. . . I 21a

{

.

14

1

b Taxable amount, if any, from the worksheet on page 10 of Instructions

19

.

mm
!

••

| 21b

m
22

Adjustments
to Income
(See
Instructions
. page 11.)

24

Moving expense (attach Form 3903 or 3903F)

25

Employee business expenses (attach Form 2106).

26

IRA deduction, from the worksheet on page 12

27

Keogh retirement plan deduction

28

Penalty on early withdrawal of savings
Alimony paid (recipient's last name

Adjusted
Gross Income

|

25

26^1 ATRIAL C D ^ ^ g :CM OF U t . j -

. . . .
. and

\

)

.

.

.

30

Deduction for a married couple when both work (attach SchedUe tV)

31

A d d lines 2 4 t h r o u g h 3 0 T r e s e are your t o t a l a d i u s t m e n t s

32

4&,039

24

27

29

social security no

123

Subtract line 3 1 f r o m line 2 3 This is your a d j u s t e d g r o s s i n c o m e . // this hne is less than
i l l COO and 3 child lived with you see
Earned Income Credit" (line 59) on page 16 of
ns"„ct
ens If sr-j wa~*'QS f0 r r'.rp vo .r nr <-p* ?->r° 13 cf 'ns?'LC*'ons
*•

4-^72
32

4o.o&/

r—i

1 Z- |

8

20a Unemployment compensation (insurance). Total received
Please
attach cneck
or money
order here.

(5) Old you provide
more than one half of
deoendent s support*

s

17a Other pensions and annuities, including rollovers. Total received 1

h

Enter number of
boxes checked
on 5a and o •
Enter number
of children
listed on 6c •
Enter number
of children
listed on 6d •

(3) NumiXf o< j (4) Old deoendent
months lived
have income of
in your home | $1 040 or more7

(2) Relationship

i

If you do not have
a W-2.see
page 4 of
Instructions.

) (See page 6 of instructions )

d First names of your dependent children who did not live with you (see page 6)
(If pre-1985 agreement, check here • u
)

f

lease attach
Copy B of your
Forms W-2. W-2G,
and W-2P here.

mmmm

First names of your dependent children who lived with you.

Always check
tne box labeled
Yourself
Check other
boxes if they
apply

/7

Your social security numoer

Last name

S~3/
I

*PY

'0)

;6

1 impioref t etfliincjuon numoer

0113305
1 2 cmptoytf» wi*

\C

84-0397842

^02746

^^St^SiM
aRgfajjiLisiiJiiii) 11.

adOrtsl. ana 2}? cede

FRONTIER AIRLINES I N C .
8250 SMITH RD.
DENVER, CO 80207

0 M 3 NO. 1548-OOOf

' 5

DaD

1 AJioeatao up*

*-D

7 MvantafciCpayment

0.00

0*00

i £mp«cy»a t M C I » Mcwrry nunoar

EXPENSES

^ y

523726181

i 12 £mp«o»*rr*a«e,*a4m» ana If coca

:0

(

AURORA

—r""

0.00
U Social MCuriTy Dp*

]

0*00

17 Sua *ve<ne t u

CO

19 H4ft« 9t SUW

0.00

25 0 3 . 2 0

20 local income t u

21 local vaca* 091. i c

0.00

«C i

]

UT
22 l u m of tatairty j

2503.20

This information is being furnished to
the Internal Revenue Service

: 5
, Form W-2 Wage and Tax Statement 1935
I — - u u L)
36-30Q4439 IRS App 7/85
I zr " r <-|

DEN

Department of the Treatury
Intern*! Revenue Service

*•?<"" - j 1 *•""»"

! Contra numoer
x

^.

0.00
80014

1

0.00 i

2503.20^

U SocuTEeaitfny angei '

2025 SO PARIS WAY

~r

|

i(3 wact* upc-THAar comp*num«a^,

DAHL* "C Z

:C

> i t*amtt ncomt 14* «<tnn«4

0

4 LropajyaM State tampar

} EmpMyefi Mjenuftcjeo* mxnoef

84-0397842

0113305

W0 2 7 4 6

2 Employer"! Mmt address, and Z * code

FRONTIER AIRLINES;
8250
SMITH ROAD
DENVER; CO.

S O
in r r r

INC
80207

o

• [ Ft»wd| I

"» 1 I w

8 Allocated tips

-D

DaD

7 Advance BC aayment

0.00
t Empwy»e 1 tooat wcurtry numoor

5237261U1
12fcmpwyw• name tMnu

X

o

td Aaoae tips oam compn»ai»o<» v>*.

and &? code

C Z DAHL

Q

rs=

Ui

2 0 2 5 SO PARIS WAY
AURORA
CO
80014-

a

* ^=t

I Form W-2 Wage and Tax Statement 1985
.

11 Sua wages Dpi it:

17545.46

737.54

13*-

.i

Jw22a6o '

1953730

Cmptoyvfi MantHication *Awffloar
1 Contro* flu<nO«
2 Empwya* a n«m« todraia and Zl? cod*

8 Employe* a aociai aacu#ity ngmoar

0 8313

9 F*o»tH income tax wiinnaid

12 Emp»OT»e a name adcveea and ZIP cooa

8

ll!S>51

SO H I D D E N

DENVER

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

SviO
total

»42
•mp

8 Allocated tipa

7 Advance ElC pa»rn«n«

10 Wagea lips otrvt/cornpansalion

11 Social aacunty lax witnnauj

13 Soc «i »«cur.ty >»«gea

14 Social »acu/ity upa
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BOX 16523
COLUMBUS, OH.
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S Statutory
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7 A d v a n c e C C payment

6 Allocated tips
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8 e m p l o y e e * socia* s e c u r i t y n u m o e r
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»0r*jyc»
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(1955)

<io,o(>f\

33

Amount from line 32 (adjusted gross income)

34*

if you itemize, attach Schedule A (Form 1040) ana enter the amount from Schedule A, line 26 . .
Caution: If you have unearned income and can be claimed as a dependent on your parents'
return, check here • Q and see page 13 of Instructions. Also see page 13 if you are married
filing a separate return and your spouse itemizes deductions, or you are a dual-status alien.

<pu-

34a |

/g.gzsi

b If you do not itemize but you made charitable contributions, enter

See
istructions
npage 13.)

your cash contributions here. (If you gave $3,000 or more to any

34bl

one organization, see page 14 )

34c I
Inter your noncash contNbutions (you must attach Form 8233 if over S500)
34d
d Add lines J4b and 34c. Enter the total
c

«
35

Subtract line 34a or line 34e, whichever applies, from line 33

36

Multiply $1,040 by the total number of exemptions claimed on line 6f (seepage 14) .

.

.

.

37

Taxable income. Subtract line 36 from line 35. Enter the result (but not less than zero) .

.

.

38

Enter tax here. Check if from S3 Tax Table, Q Tax Rate Schedule X, Y. or Z, or D

39

Additional taxes. (See page 14 of Instructions.) Enter here and check if from L J Form 4 9 7 0 ,
D

40

Iredits
See
istructions
n page 14.)

r.cluding
dvance EIC
ayments)

ayments
ttach Forms
r-2. W-2G,
nd YV-2P
> front.

efund or
mount
ou Owe

lease
ign
re

J
aid
reparer's
se Only

Form4972,

or

•

Schedule G
39

Add lines 38 and 39. Enter the total.
Credit for child and dependent care expenses (attach Form 2441)
Credit for the elderly and the permanently and totally disabled

41

(attach Schedule R)

42

Residential energy credit (attach Form 5695)

43
44

44

Partial credit for political contributions for which you have receipts

45

Add lines 41 through 44. These are your total personal credits

46

Subtract line 4 5 from line 40. Enter the result (but not less than zero)

47

Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1116)
General business credit. Check if from

L J Form 3800,
•

Q

Form 5884,

.

.

4-./2V
47

•

Form 3468,

Form 6478.

.

.

.

48

49
50

Add lines 47 and 48. These are your total business and other credits
Subtract line 49 from line 46. Enter the result (but not less than zero)

49

51
52
53
54
55
56

Self-employment tax (attach Schedule SE).

51

Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 6251)

52

57
58
59
60
61

<*-,/Z4£

40

41

43

2?.73g
Z.OgQ
Z7,6iy
V,7Z4*

Form 5544

42

48

Ither
axes

34e

Divide the amount on line 34d by 2. Enter the result here

4,/2#

Tax from recapture of investment credit (attach Form 4255)

53

Social security tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137)

54

Tax on an IRA (attach Form 5329)
Add lines 50 through 55. This is your total tax

55

56

Federal income tax withheld

57

1985 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 1984 return

58

Earned income credit (see page 16)

59

Amount paid with Form 4868

60

^ , / 2 4 *

8.010

Excess social security tax and RRTA tax withheld (two or more
employers)

61
62
63

62
63
64

Credit for Federal tax on gasoline and special fuels (stitch Form 4136)
Regulated Investment Company credit (attach Form 2439) . . .
Add lines 57 through 63. These are your total payments
. . .

65

If line 64 is larger than line 56, enter amount OVERPAID

66

Amount of line 65 to be REFUNDED TO YOU

67

Amount of line 65 to be applied to your 1986 estimated tax .

68

If line 56 is larger than Jme 64, enter AMOUNT YOU OWE. Attach check or money order lor full amount

.

•1 64 j
«J

.

66
.

.

67

payable to "Internal Revenue Service." Write your social security number and "1985 Form 1040" on it.

.

Check •

|

D

2.0-70
3.9*6
3.^4

if Form 2210 (221 Of )«s attached See page 17

Ptnalty:

$

•

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and
belief, tney are true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) is based on all information of which preparer has any knowledge.

•

Your ^nature f^/U^cj

Preparer's
Signature

ASS&C

\/WA/6

£.

Spouse's signature (if filing jointly. 80TH must sign)
Check if
self-employed

k B(/£LL /?/i±G££At&
^ ~
3f/

\

Oate

WjuJdMi

Firm s name (or
yours, rf self-employed) „
and address
V

i
&C&SS.

30%

C^
i/MA/c^- & CALL
.

£d(/r//, S.sL.C.

UT

•£ U.S. GOVER^MDfT PRINTING OfTICZ . 1985-463 071 El 15 04$ 1823

£.1. No.
i ZfPcode

•

Preparer's social security no.

SzS

\J2\4z3L

*1'••QttZlz')
2¥"

U'/

Schedule A—Itemized Deductions

JULESA-uB
n1040)

(Schedule 8 ' on b a ^ )
• Attach to Form 1040. *• Sec Instructions tor Schedules A and 3 (Form 1040).

, t r r * n t c* ! ^ Treasury
mat R^v^nue Service (CJ

07
Your l o c u i security numoer

Tie(s) as sno^n on Fcrrn 104Q

S7£i/<£A/

8. &

1
2

.•dicaJ and
ntal Expenses

o not include
penses
imbursed or
id by others.)

C/M6f

S3;

21. &A/-tt-

Prescription medicines and drugs; and insulin
a Doctors, dentists, nurses, hospitals, insurance premiums
you paid for medical and dental care. etc.

2a

b

Transportation and lodging

2b

c

Other (list—include hearing aids, dentures, eyeglasses, etc.)

.

. .

SZ

3627

2c
>truCnson

3
4
5

Add lines 1 through 2c, and write the total here
Multiply the amount on Form 1040, line 33, by 5% (.05) . .
Subtract line 4 from line 3 If zero or less, wrrte -0- Total medical and dental

6

State and local income taxes

7
8

Real estate taxes
a General sales tax (see sales tax tables in instruction booklet)
b General sales tax on motor vehicles
Other taxes (list—include personal property taxes) •

ge!9)
ixes You
lid

ee
struc>n$ on

9

tge 20 )

iterest You
aid

.Z.S72-

So

12 Total credit card and charge account interest you paid .
13 Other interest you paid (list) •

....AVCO

lib
12

^,Z£?<Pj

GS/

.-.«£££..
6.430..
&£.

£7.

13

2,393
•

14

19 Total casualty or theft loss(es). (You must attach Form 4684 or similar statement.)
(See page 21 of Instructions )
.
. . . •
20
3/2.
20 Union and professional dues .

19

15

a

16
17

See

. .

Add the amounts on lines 11a through 13 Write the total here. Total interest

b

r

.

14

See
nstruc10ns on
iage21.)

Miscellaneous
Deductions

46*

8b

Home mortgage interest you paid to individuals (show that
person's name and address) •

..„<Z/T/Z./A/J£

Casualty and
Theft Losses

A f*Z

10 Add the amounts on lines 5 through 9 Write the total here Total taxes • 1 10 1
Home mortgage interest you paid to financial institutions . . 11a
ST£/9

11 a
b

.../r/&Sr..Sj£CL/AA7}/..&AJMz
... JrjeoMTfBit. C&E&/T.. UAf/CAj

ontributions
ou Made

8a

fiE££OA/AC.. Pjtoea^x^.

>ee
struconson
age 20 )

• i 5

!

S.49&

Cash contributions. (If you gave $3,000 or more to any one
organization, report those contributions on line 15b.) . . .
Cash contributions totaling $3,000 or more to any one
organization. (Show to whom you gave and how much you
gave.) •
,

Other than cash. (You must attach Form 8283 if over $500.).
Carryover from prior year

21

SO

21
22

Tax return preparation fee . .
Other (list type and amount)
•

23

Add the amounts on lines 20 through 22 Write the total here Total miscellaneous

24

Add the amounts on lines 5. 10, 14, 18, 19, and 23. Write your answer here.

24

^
25

, „ ^ f Filing Status box 2 or 5, write $ 3 , 5 4 0 )
M
If you checked Form 1040 ^ Filing Status box 1 or 4, write S2.390 >
( Filing Status box 3, write $1,770
J

25

26

Subtract line 25 from fine 24 Write your answer here and on Form 1040, line 34a. (If
line 25 is more than line 24 see the Instructions for line 26 on page 22 ) . . .
•

Instructions on
page 21.)

22
•

Summary of

Itemized
Deductions
structions on
page 22 )

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions.

26

/3.£&3\
3>.S<Jo
/0,3Z£

Schedule A (Form 1040) 1985

Employee Business Expenses

2106

•

,artment of the Treasury
ternai Revenue Service

S

See instructions on back.

• Attach to Form 1040.

54

(0)

Occupation m whicn expenses were incurred

i Social security number

<Z

0D85

fAJ&l

\S2.3-7Z

bAHL.

•

6/8/

F*£./&HT

ATT£A/£>AA/T

Employee Business Expenses Deductible in Figuring A d j u s t e d Gross i n c o m e

1

1 Vehicle expenses from Part II, lines 15 or 22
2 Parking fees, toils, and certain other expenses (see instructions)
3 Local transportation including train, cabs, bus, airplane, etc

_

A4sC£ '
A 5-<? <?

4 Travel expenses while away from home overnight including meals, lodging, airplane, car rentattaxi, etc.
5 Employees who are not outside salespersons: Enter your expenses, not included on lines 1 through
4, for entertainment, gifts, and other business expenses, up to the amount you were reimbursed by
your employer. Use Schedule A (Form 1040) for these expenses that were more than your
reimbursement
6 Outside salesperson's expenses: Enter your total expenses for entertainment, gifts, and other
business expenses not included on lines 1 through 4

4>Z.O

•

£,2L/*?

7 Add lines 1 through 6
8 Enter reimbursements from employer on this line if the reimbursements were not included on Form W-2

Z,Z/<?

9 If line 7 is more than line 8, enter difference here and on Form 1040, line 25
10 If line 8 is more than line 7, enter difference here and include it on Form 1Q4Q, line 7
'jTtf 1{ v e h i c l e Expenses (Use either your a c t u a l expenses or the s t a n d a r d mileage rate.)

10
Vehicle 2

Vehicle 1

Section A . — G e n e r a l I n f o r m a t i o n

1

1 Enter the date vehicle was placed in service

1

L

1

L

2 Total mileage vehicle was used during 1985

miles

miles

3 Miles included on line 2 that vehicie was used for business .

miles

miles

%
miles
miles

%
miles
miles

.

4 Percent of business use (divide line 3 by line 2)
5 Average daily round trip commuting distance
6 Miles included on line 2 that vehicle was used for commuting .

miles

7 Other personal mileage (subtract line 6 plus line 3 from line 2 ) .
B Do you (or your spouse) have another vehicle available for personal purposes? .

. . . . . . .

•

miles
Yes

9 If your employer provided you with a vehicle, is personal use during off duty hours permitted? . . . D Yes
10 Do you have evidence to support your deduction? D Yes D No. If yes, is the evidence written? . • Yes
Section B . — S t a n d a r d M i l e a g e Rate (Do not use t h i s section unless y o u o w n t h e v e h i c l e )
' 11
11 Enter the smaller of Part II. line 3 or 15,000 miles
12 Subtract line 11 from Part 11, line 3

12

13 Multiply line 11 by 21c (.21) (see instructions for a fully depreciated vehic le)
14 Multiply fine 12 by l i e (.11)
. . .
. . .
15 Add lines 13 and 14. Enter total here and on Part 1, line 1
Section C . — A c t u a l Expenses
1
16

13
14

17 Vehicle rentals

17

IS Value of employer-provided vehicle (applies only if included on
Form W-2 at 100% fair rental value, see instructions)
. . . .
19 Add lines 16 through 18
20 Multiply line 19 by the percentage on Part Il.line 4

19

2 1 Depreciation from Section D, column (f) (see instructions) .
22 Add lines 20 and 2 1 . Enter total here and on Part 1, line 1 .

.
.

.
.

• No
D No D Not applicable

miles
miles

15
Vehicle 1

Vehicie 2

18

1

20
21

1
1

22

S e c t i o n D. - D e p r e c i a t i o n of Vehicles (Depreciation can only be claimed for a vehicle you own. If a vehicle is used 50 percent or
less in a trade or business, the Section 179 deduction is not allowed and depreciation must be taken using the straight line
method. For other limitations, see instructions.)
Cost or other basis

Basis for depreciation
(Business use only—see
instructions)

Method of figuring
depreciation

Depreciation deduction

Section 179 expense

Total
column (d) • column (e)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

"•'chicle 1
Vehicle 2
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Instructions.

Form 2 1 0 6 (1985)

_ £4-0

mo

Employee csusinebs cApcnoco
•

jriment of the Treasury
<ernal Revenue Service

S\ ,^T\
<\

See instructions on back.

• Attach to Form 1040.

54

;0)
Sociai security numoer

"our n a m e

ST£\/£SJ

&

OAhlL

S3!

/*»«, tmm

Occupation in wnicn expenses were incurred

\SZ\ 3 6 2 7 1

/nAA/Age^-gGVtoA/sALBZ

Employee Business Expenses Deductible in Figuring Adjusted Gross I n c o m e
1 Vehicle expenses from Part II, lines 15 or 22
2 Parking fees, toils, and certain other expenses (see instructions)
3 Local transportation including tram, cabs, bus. airplane, etc
4 Travel expenses while away from home overnight including meals, lodging, airplane, car rental, taxi, etc.

W//M

5 Employees who are not outside salespersons: Enter your expenses, not included on lines 1 through

im

4, for entertainment, gifts, and other business expenses, up to the amount you were reimbursed by
your employer. Use Schedule A (Form 1040) for these expenses that were more tnan your

5

reimbursement
6 Outside salesperson's expenses: Enter your total expenses for entertainment, gifts, and other

<?V<?

business expenses not included on lines 1 through 4

9+9

7 Add lines 1 through 6
8 Enter reimbursements from employer on this line if the reimbursements were not included on Form W~2_
9 If line 7 is more than lineS, enter difference here and on Form 1040, line 25
10 If line 8 is more than line 7, enter difference here and include it on Form 1040, line 7
* t r T j * l j Vehicle Expenses (Use either your a c t u a l expenses or t h e s t a n d a r d mileage rate.)

Vehicle 2

Vehicle 1

Section A.—General information

11

1 Enter the date vehicle was placed in service

/

/

2

2 Total mileage vehicle was used during 1985
3 Miles included on line 2 that vehicle was used for business .

! 3
4

.

4 Percent of business use (divide line 3 by line 2)

9+9

10

/

/

miles

miles

miles
%

miles
%
miles

.

5
6

miles
miles

miles

• 7 Other personal mileage (subtract line 6 plus line 3 from line 2 ) .

7

miles

miles

5 Average daily round trip commuting distance
6 Miles included on line 2 that vehicle was used for commuting

J8 Do you (or your spouse) have another vehicle available for personal purposes?
D Yes
9 If your employer provided you with a vehicle, is personal use during off duty hours permitted? . . . • Yes
10 Do you have evidence to support your deduction? Q Yes • No. If yes, is the evidence written? . Q Yes

D No
n No •
DNo

Not applicable

S e c t i o n B . — S t a n d a r d M i l e a g e Rate (Do n o t use t h i s s e c t i o n unless y o u o w n t h e vehicle)
11 1

11 Enter the smaller of Part 11, line 3 or 15,000 miles

miles
miles

12

12 Subtract line 11 from Part ll.line 3
13 Multiply line 11 by 21C (.21) (see instructions for a fully depreciated vehic le)
14 Multiply line 12 by l i e (.11)
15 Add fines 13 and 14. Enter total here and on Part 1. line 1
S e c t i o n C . — A c t u a l Expenses
16

13
14
15
Vehicle 1

Vehicle 2

17

17 Vehicle rentals
18 Value of empioyer-provided vehicle (applies only if included on
Form W-2 at 100% fair rental value, see instructions)

. . . .

18

19 Add lines 16 through 18

19

21 Depreciation from Section D, column (f) (see instructions) .
22 Add lines 20 and 2 1 . Enter total here and on Part 1. line 1 .

21

1

22

I

20
.
.

.
.

1

S e c t i o n D . — D e p r e c i a t i o n of Vehicles (Depreciation can only be claimed for a vehicle you own. If a vehicle is used 50 percent or
less in a trade or business, the Section 179 deduction is not allowed and depreciation must be taken using the straight line
method. For other limitations, see instructions.)
Cost or other basis

Basis for depreciation
(Business use only—see
instructions)

Method of figuring
depreciation

Depreciation deduction

Section 179 expense

Total
column (d) • column (e)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(«)

(0

Vehicle 1

/
Vehicle 2
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Instructions.
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UTAH RESIDENT LONG FORM
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURN

""<- '•"*v "' "J""" *"- ."'' i f » " ' "4%-- •?

/ \ c ; II,MFI"fLii"iuvwiim

Name (if joint return give first names and imt.ais oi both)

STGYEA/
8.(b£C£AS£cd&
p
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ending

Last Name

Y c - r S0C.3I security numoer

J T 3 / \S2-\

CJA/Df
State and ZIP Code

County

L/T

SAHDV

• 1 . FILING STATUS — Check only one
A. •

Single, except head of household

Regular

Yourself

s

Spouse

IS

S<£gq/-&&£</\W*

D

l Spouses / r ^ / ^ r

•

D

2A..

C. 52 Married filing joint return
Number of dependent children
who lived with you

28.

Number of other dependents ..

2C.

TOTAL EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED

• 2D..

4. Federal Return: (Check type of return filed Attach complete copy with all schedules)

Republican
No Contribution

g) Form 1040

Q Form 1040 A

a
a

D
D
D

Democrat

0. Z2 Married filing separately. Give
spouse's social security number In
heading above and enter spouse's
full name here

ATT.

•3. ELECTION CAMPAIGN FUNO —
Check box indicating (1) party to which you
wish to make a $1.00 contribution or, (2) no
contribution. Checking box will not increase
tax or reduce refund.
Yourself
Spouse

Enter number
of boies
checked

65 of owr

•

S~Z3 I 7 2 \£>/&/
AtAtfA6&e

Yours

Occu-

•2. EXEMPTIONS

B. Q Head of Household - Enter name
of qualifying child/dependent

3627

Soouse s social security num.De*.

Pa. Sex ££4City, town or post office

FORM TC-40

19

resent home address (Numoer and street including aoanment numoer. or rural route)

print in

black or
blue ink

^fS5

For the year ending December 31. 1985 or other taxaole year
beginning

Use label
otherwise
type or

"AH

•

Q Form 1040 E2

sl

Adjusted Gross Income (from Federal return - see instructions for line 5)

4-Q.O&!

Deductions: Check type of deduction being used on state return - CHECK ONLY ONE
g

(A). Itemized Deductions (amount shown on line 24 of Federal Schedule A). OR.

•

(B). Standard Deduction (for single, married filing jointly and head of household. S1.300.00

minimum or 15% of line 5 with a S2.000 00 maximum For married filing separately S650.00

/3.2&S

minimum or 15% of line 5, with a Si.000 00 maximum Please read instructions for exceptions) . . . . * •
7#

Exemptions (total exemptions claimed on line 2D times $750 00)

/.Sao

•

d. Federal income Tax Determined for the Same Period (see instructions for line 8)

*t, /z.4-

•

9. Interest from U.S. Government Obligations (included m Federal adjusted gross income)

•

10. Retirement Income (complete Schedule B on back of form)

• 10

11. State Tax Refund (if included as income on Federal return)

• 11

12. Adoption, Railroad Retirement, and Other Deductions (see instructions: attach explanation)...

• 12

13. Total Exemptions and Deductions (add lines 6 through 12)

i3j

/9,+27\

14. Total income Less Exemptions and Deductions (line 5 less ime 13)

14J

~Zo,S~7*£\

15. Add State Income Tax (amount shown on line 6 of Federal Schedule A)

• 15

16. Equitable, Lump Sum and Other Adjustments (see instructions: attach explanation)

• 16

Z,<T7ZJ

17. Total Additions (add lines 15 and 16)

171

18. Total Utah Taxable income (add lines 14 and 17)

• 18»

2,-5-722.3,

f^i=y

19. Utah Tax Compute income tax (19a) from Tax Rate Schedules on back of form: use tax (19b) from worksheet on page 6
Income Tax from rate schedule • 19a

/- ^ " £ » ^ ?

+ Use Tax from worksheet • 19b

20. Credit for Utah Income Tax Withheld (attach withholding forms)

• 20

21. Credit for Income Taxes Paid to Another State (complete Schedule A on back of form)

• 21

22. Credit for Utah Income Tax Prepaid

• 22

23. Other Credits (complete Schedule C on back of form)

• 23

= >» 191

Z.S7Q

24. Total Credits (add lines 20 through 23)
25. Additional Tax Due - If line 19 is larger than 24, subtract 24 from line 19 and enter balance - PAY THIS AMOUNT

•

I do not wish to contribute.

C$1

Q $5 £ S10 or $

261
(enter amount), or

Enter contribution amount on line 27 at right

payment to:

UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION
160 E. THIRD SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84134-0134

OFFICIAL
USE ONLY

ICR

/>oot

•

28. Net Refund - subtract line 27 from line 26. This amount will be refunded to you. Please allow 90 days for processing
Send return and

Z.S7Q

© •

26. Refund-If line 24 is larger than line 19, subtract line 19 from line 24 and enter balance
27. Utah Nongame Wildlife Fund. I wish to contribute

A5T69I

UFA

. (C) •

/.oo/

P'A

Under penalty* of perjury I declare mat I nave examined this return including accomoanymcr scnedu»es and statements and to me best of my knowledge and Deitef it is true correct and
comc*eie Declaration of preoarer (otner man taxpayer} is cased on all information of wn<n ne Mas any unowiedge

SIGN

Your signature

HERE
Soouse s signature n' fiimq lOirvty BOTH must sign even i* oniy one nad income}

Accress iand Z P cooei

Precare' i £mc tceni or Soc Sec No

j

APPENDIX 5
Verified Motion for Order to Show Cause

PAUL H. LIAPIS - 1956
GUSTIN, ADAMS, KASTING & LIAPIS
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Third Floor, New York Building
48 Post Office Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: (801) 532-6996
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
ooOoo
STEVEN BRADLEY DAHL,
VERIFIED MOTION FOR ORDER
TO SHOW CAUSE IN RE:
TEMPORARY SUPPORT AND
OTHER RELATED MATTERS

Plaintiff.
v.

Civil No. D-85-38

CYNTHIA ZOE DAHL,

Judge J. Dennis Frederick

Defendant,
ooOoo

COMES NOW the Defendant, CYNTHIA ZOE DAHL, by and through
the undersigned counsel of the law firm of GUSTIN, ADAMS, KASTING
& LIAPIS, and respectfully moves the Court for an Order requiring
the Plaintiff, STEVEN BRADLEY DAHL, to appear before the
above-entitled Court on the 1st day of April, 1985, at the hour
of 2:00 p.m., before Sandra N. Peuler, Domestic Relations
Commissioner, to then and there show cause, if any there may be,
why the following relief should not be awarded the Defendant
during the pendency of the above-entitled proceeding.
This Motion is based on the grounds and for the following
.reasons:
1.

Defendant is in need of temporary support during the
1ND USTBIALOC-:.J.:CS:C>.O?UT>I-.

pendency of this action in a sum not less than $750.00 per month,
payable in two (2) equal amounts on the 1st and 15th days of each
month, commencing forthwith.

Defendant's average monthly living

expenses are as follows:
Rent or Mortgage
Food And Household Supplies
Utilities
Lights and Heat
Telephone
Laundry/Dry Cleaning
Clothing
Medical
Dental
Insurance
School
Entertainment
Personal And Grooming Items
Auto Expenses
Gasoline
Insurance
Installments Payments
Other
TOTAL
2.

$
$

300.00
300.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

55.00
50.00
100.00
100.00
15.00
0
0
0
100.00
50.00

$
$
$

50.00
12.00
50.00

$
$

70.00
35.00

$1,590.00

Defendant is in need of transportation during the

pendency of this action and desires the use of the 1984 Pontiac
Fiero automobile.
3.

Defendant should be temporarily awarded all of the

items of furniture, furnishings, fixtures and appliances
presently in her possession, her bank accounts and her personal
effects and belongings.
4.

Defendant desires Plaintiff to maintain the present or

an equivalent policy of health, accident, hospitalization and

cental insurance for the benefit of Defendant during the pendency
of this action.
5.

Defendant desires Plaintiff to maintain, unencumbered,

a life insurance policy on his life in the sum of $100,000.00,
with the Defendant as the primary, sole and exclusive beneficiary
thereon during the pendency of this action,
6.

Defendant desires Plaintiff to keep current any and all

outstanding debts and obligations incurred by the parties during
the course of the marriage on a monthly basis until further order
of the Court.
7.

Defendant has been required to retain the services of

an attorney for the purposes of this Order to Show Cause and
desires that she be awarded a reasonable attorney's fee in an
amount not less than $350.00, together with costs of Court
incurred in connection with this hearing.
8.

Defendant desires that the parties be restrained and

enjoined from (a) charging or incurring any obligations against
each other during the pendency of this action; (b) in any way
annoying, bothering or harassing each other; (c) coming to, upon,
or in the residences of each other; (d) and from selling, disposing, encumbering or in any way jeopardizing the parties1 assets.
9.

Plaintiff is capable of earning in excess of $36,000.00

gross per year,
WHEREFORE, Defendant moves the Court for an order as
follows:
3

1.

Ordering Plaintiff to pay to Defendant temporary

alimony in a sum of not less than $750,00 per month, payable in
two (2) equal amounts on the 1st and 15th days of each month,
commencing forthwith.
2.

Awarding Defendant the temporary use and possession of

all the furniture, furnishings, fixtures and appliances presently
in her possession, her bank accounts and personal effects and
belongings.
3.

Awarding Defendant the temporary use and possession of

the 1984 Pontiac Fiero automobile.
4.

Ordering Plaintiff to maintain the present or an

equivalent policy of health, accident, hospitalization and dental
insurance for the benefit of Defendant until further order of
this Court,
5.

Ordering Plaintiff to maintain, unencumbered, a life

insurance policy on his life in the sum of $100,000.00, with
Defendant as the primary, sole and exclusive beneficiary thereon
until further order of this Court,
6.

Ordering Plaintiff to assume and pay on a monthly basis

all of the outstanding debts and obligations incurred by the
parties during the course of the marriage until further order of
this Court.
7.

Ordering Plaintiff to pay to Defendant forthwith,

reasonable attorney's fees in the sum of $350.00, plus costs of
Court incurred, herein.
4

8.

Restraining and enjoining the parties from charging or

incurring any obligations against each other; from annoying,
bothering or harassing each other; from going to, upon, or in the
residences of each other; and from selling, disposing,
encumbering or otherwise jeopardizing the assets of the parties.
9,

For such other and further relief as the Court deems

appropriate under the circumstances.
DATED this

~~) day of March, 1985.
GUSTIN, At5A>lS, KASTING & LIAPIS

PAUL H.'LIAPIS
MAILING CERTIFICATE
I certify that on the

^7 day of March, 1985, a true and

correct copy of the foregoing VERIFIED MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHOW
CAUSE IN RE:

TEMPORARY SUPPORT AND OTHER RELATED MATTERS was

mailed, postage prepaid, to Rick D. Higgins, Attorney for
Plaintiff, 900 Newhouse Building, 10 Exchange Place, Salt Lake
City, Utah

84111.
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APPENDIX 6
PLAINTIFF'S STIPULATION

GREEN & BERRY
FREDERICK N. GREEN (1240)
Attorney for Plaintiff
900 Newhouse Building
10 Exchange Place
/Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
(801) 363-5650
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD uUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
STEVEN BRADLEY DAHL,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CYNTHIA ZOE DAHL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PROPERTY SETTLEMENT AND
SEPARATION AGREEMENT
Civil NO, D-85-38
Judge J. Dennis Frederick

The above-named parties hereby stipulate and agree as
follows:
1.

Plaintiff is a resident of Salt Lake County, State of

Utah, and has been such for a period in excess of three months
prior to the filing of the Complaint.
2.

The Plaintiff and Defendant are husband and wife

having been married on the 22nd day of October, 1978, in Aurora,
Colorado.
3.

No children have been born as issue of this marriage

and none are expected.
4.

During the course of the marriage,, the Defendant has

treated Plaintiff cruelly causing him great mental distress and
making it totally impossible to continue the marriage

Page -1-

IRDUSTRIAL
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relationship,
5.

Neither party is entitled to alimony and none should

be awarded and the rights thereto should be entirely set aside.
6.

During the course of the marriage, the parties have

acquired an interest in a home and real property located at the
street address commonly referred to as 11551 South Hidden Valley
Boulevard, in Salt Lake County, State of Utah,

The parties agree

that the home and real property has a current equity of
$23,214.00.

The parties agree that each party should be awarded

an interest in the home and real property equal to one-half the
equity of the parties therein after deducting the reasonable
expenses of sale and closing which the parties agree shall be
equal to seven percent (7%) of the value of the home, which, it
is agreed by the parties, it equal to $95,500.00.

Plaintiff will

pay Defendant for her share of the equity in the home and real
property of the parties, in full, on or before the 1st day of
August, 1985.

The Defendant shall execute a Quit Claim Deed in

favor of the Plaintiff and shall be granted a recordable lien
representing her interest in the equity of the parties.

The

Plaintiff is awarded the sole custody and possession of the home
and real property of the parties subject to Defendant's interest
as set forth herein.

Plaintiff shall bear the sole and separate

responsibility for the home mortgage installments.
7. The parties aqree to pay, in equal amounts, the
following debts and obligations, in the amounts as they appeared

-fl

as of the 20th day of December, 1984, such* that each parties'
share will be approximately $3,358.64: v^.A.^O
a.

VISA - Rocky Mountain

b.

Fashion Bar

c.

Nordstroms

d.

J.C. Penney

e.

Weinstocks

f.

BON

g.

Sears

h.

Bohm Allen

i.

K.G. Mens Store

j.

VISA - Salt Lake City, Utah.

k.

ZCMI

1.

Bank Loan

m.

Mervyns

8.

In the event the Defendnt does not pay the

obligations and debts as set forth herein, then the amount that
Defendant agreed to pay, and did not pay will be deducted from
her share of the home equity prior to the payment thereof to
Defendant.
9.

The Defendant agrees to return all credit cards in

her possession for which the Plaintiff may be jointly liable.
10.

The parties agree and stipulate that as of December

20, 1984, the home payments were three months in arrears.

The

parties agree to divide equally the liability for those three

Page -3-

months home payments and, in the event that one party or the
other has paid those payments, then the other party will
reimburse him or her for 50% of that amount.

In the event that

Plaintiff pays those three months home payments and the Defendant
fails to reimburse him for one-half of that amount, then that
amount will be deducted from the share of Defendant's home equity
of the parties.
11.

The parties agree to hold the other harmless as to

the debts and obligations assumed by that party in this
agreement.
12.

During the course of the marriage the parties have

acquired certin items of personal property which should be
divided between the parties as follows:
TO THE PLAINTIFF:
a.

All personal property brought into the

marriage.
b.

All gifts from the Defendant.

c.

Major household appliances including

washer/dryer and refrigerator.
d.

Fifty percent of the marriage gifts.

e.

Plaintiff's personal effects and clothing.

f.

The personal property presently located at the

home of the parties subject to those items designated to
belong to the Defendant hereafter.
TO THE DEFENDANT:

Pane - 4 -

a-

All personal property brought into the marriage

by Defendant.
b.

All gifts from the Plaintiff.

c.

Fifty percent of the marriage gifts.

d.

Defendant's personal property and clothing.

e.

Housekeeping items such as pots, pans, towels,

and sheets, etc., be agreement of the parties.
f.

The Defendant's gifts from her father including

antiques presently in the posnesriLon of rho PlnlnMrr.
13.

In addition to the personal property referred to

above, the Defendant shall be awarded the interest of the parties
in the 1984 Pontiac Fiero in possession of the Defendant subject
to any indebtedness thereon which Defendant shall pay and hold
the Plaintiff harmless thereon.
14.

The parties should be awarded his or her own

separate savings accounts, checking accounts, money market
accounts, credit union accounts and the like, if any,

without any

claim by the other.
15.

Each party should be awarded his or her own

retirement, pension, or profit sharing plan, if any, free of any
claim by the other.
16.

Each party will pay his or her own attorney's fees

incurred in the bringing and prosectution of this matter or its
defense.
17.

This Agreement shall not be deemed a condonation by

Pane - 5 -

1S3

either party of the act or acts claimed by either party to have
caused the differences leading to the parties' separation.
18.

No modification or waiver of any of the terms of

this Agreement shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the
party to be charged.

No waiver of any breach or default

hereunder shall be deemed a waiver of any subsequent breach or
default of the same or similar nature.
19.

Each party hereby specifically agrees to cooperate

with the other, through counsel or otherwise, to effect changes
in title to property agreed to be divided hereunder, to change
the names and responsibilities for payment on the charge accounts
and other way necessary to be proper to insure that the Agreement
entered into is carried out in every detail.
20.

In the event ether party to this Agreement defaults

in his or her obligations hereunder, the party in default shall
be liable to the other for all reasonable expenses, including
attorney's fees incurred in the enforcement of the obligations
created by this Agreement.
21.

The parties agree that this Agreement is a complete

settlement of all rights either party may have in the other's
property whether presently existing or hereafter aquired.
22.

The above-named Defendant specifically stipulates

and acknowledges as follows:
a.

That the Defendant agrees to allow her default

to be entered on Plaintiff's Complaint subject to the

Pane* -6-
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terms and provisions of this Settlement Agreement;
b.

That said Defendant understands that the court

may, for good cause shown, waive the ninety-daty waiting
period provided by Section 30-3-18 Utah Code Annotated
(1953) and immediately hold a hearing upon the Complaint
and enter Judgment against said Defendant without further
notice and that said Defendnt consents to the same and,
in fact believes it to be in the best interest of the
parties to waive said period and requests the Court to
waive said period;
c.

That said Defendant further understands that the

Court may, for good cause shown, waive the three months
waiting period providing by Section 30-3-7 Utah Code
Annotated (1953) and order that the Decree may become
absolute upon entry and that, believing it to be in the
best interests of ooth parties, said Defendant further
requests the Court to waive the same;
d.

That Frederick N. Green, attorney for Plaintiff,

represents only the Plaintiff in this matter and does not
represent the Defendant for any purpose at any time; and
e.

That the above acknowledgements and stipulations

are dependent upon and made in contemplation of the
parties agreeing to and executing this Settlemebnt
Agreement and the same being approved by the Court.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have hereunder set their

*3 ^ ^

1£

hand on this
DATED this

day of

, 1985.

^UuW

J. S" day of

, 1985.

GREEN & BERRY

tEDERICK N. GREEN
''Attorney for Plaintiff

STEVEN
BRADLEY' DAHL / "^
ST
Plaintiff

r

/^

STATE OF UTAH
) ss.
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE)
On the J?S~/k
day of ( Z ^
, 1985, before me, the
undersigned officer, personally7 appeared Steven Bradley Dahl who
is known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the
within instrument and individually acknowledged that he executed
the same for the purposes therein contained.
In witness whereof, I have Jiereunto set my hand and
official seal this j2f/£ day of C L ^ L ^
, 1985.

Notary 'fuoi ic n
Residing a t: Jf*,^/^
If t

My commission expires:

sd-tc

7, I

Z//^~

GUSTIN, ADAMS, KASTING & LIAPIS

PAUL LIAPIS
Attorney for Defendant

CYNTHIA ZOE DAHL
STATE OF UTAH
P^qo.

-8-

) ss
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE)

On the J^rJI
d ay of x?)t_SL*s~~
/ 1985, before me, the
undersigned officer, personally appeared Cynthia 2oe Dahl who is
known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the
within instrument and individually acknowledged that he executed
the same for the purposes therein contained.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and
official seal this ^AJ)
day of T)tJju^
/ 1985.

K

My commission expires:

Residing
3^1 j ,5-ovvccudj<

G/j.5A(,

ST.

&n^, CcLJL

JK38

STATS Of UTAH
) «~
OCVHTf OF a^LT LAKE )
t, TH*. UHO€M«MeO, CL59K Of THG &*mCT
CCUWT Of SALT LAX£ CCUHTY, UT*H, EX> HSE2Y

osrnnr

THAT THS A * H « 5 D A^O

*ofl£Goma «

|ATOLVtAND PAL COPY G* A*J Cfl'GlNAL DOCUMENT ON FiLC JW MY OFWCS A3 SUCH CLERK.
W1TOS3S MY HAWO AND S€AL Of SAiO COURT
TH&

*?

DAY Of

" > ^ ^ A ^ V ^

H. DWON K1NCX5Y, CXSfiK
BY
/ / v V_x^<^^>C<^ r

* _ £ £

DEPUTY
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APPENDIX 7
Defendant's Stipulation

PAUL H. LIAPIS - 1956
GUSTIN, ADAMS, KASTING & LIAPIS
Attorneys for Defendant
Third Floor, New York Building
48 Post Office Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: 532-6996
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
ooOoo
STEVEN BRADLEY DAHL,
STIPULATION OF PROPERTY
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
AND CONSENT TO DEFAULT

Plaintiff,
v.
CYNTHIA ZOE DAHL,

Civil No, D 85-38

Defendant.

Judge Frederick
ooOoo

Plaintiff, STEVEN BRADLEY DAHL, and Defendant, CYNTHIA ZOE
DAHL, by and through their respective attorneys, Frederick N.
Green and Paul H. Liapis, hereby stipulate and agree to the
following Settlement Agreement with regard to the distribution of
real and personal property, the payment of debts accumulated by
the parties, payment of support and other related matters, and,
subject to approval by the Court of this Agreement and its
incorporation into a Decree of Divorce,
IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

Defendant should be awarded a Decree of Divorce from

the Plaintiff subject to the terms of this Stipulation of
Property Settlement Agreement as set forth below, and this

iWDUSTRUL CC- • - - ,- - .

Agreement is executed in the contemplation of continuing and
permanent separation and divorce,
2.

Plaintiff hereby agrees and consents that his default

may be entered herein, that the matter may be heard by the Court
on its merits at any time and without further notice to him, that
this Agreement is a complete settlement of all rights either
party may have in the other's property, whether presently
existing or hereafter acquired, that Plaintiff consents that his
Complaint for Divorce can be withdrawn and that Defendant may
pursue this matter on her Counterclaim.
Plaintiff further understands- that the Court may, for good
cause shown, waive the 90-day waiting period as provided by §
30-3-18 Utah Code Ann. (1953) , as well as the three-month waiting
period as provided by § 30-3-7 Utah Code Ann. (1953) , and
Plaintiff further understands that the Court may hold an
immediate hearing upon the Counterclaim and enter judgment
against the Plaintiff without further notice and may allow the
Decree to become final and absolute upon signing and entry, and
Plaintiff further expressly consents and, in fact, believes it to
be in the best interests of the parties that both periods be
waived and the divorce become final upon signing and entry.
3.

During the course of the marriage, Plaintiff and

Defendant have acquired certain items of real and personal
property and have incurred certain debts and obligations, all of
which are part of this Stipulation, and the parties acknowledge

2

1' ^D

that the division as set forth herein is satisfactory between
them and that, in accordance with this Agreement, each party
shall own, free and clear of any claim of the other, the items of
personal property and distribution as set forth herein and that
each party shall be free to dispose of all items of property
which may hereafter be acquired by him or her as fully and
effectively as if he or she were unmarried.
In connection with the foregoing provision, it is agreed
that the following property shall be divided between the parties
as follows:
A.

The home of the parties located at 11551 South

Hidden Valley Boulevard, Sandy, Utah, shall be sold for the
highest attainable market price and at the earliest possible
time, with all mortgages and encumbrances and the commission
and closing costs to be paid from the gross proceeds
received therefrom and with the balance divided equally
between the parties.

Plaintiff shall have the use and

possession of this home until such sale and shall assume and
pay the mortgage payments thereon until the home is sold.
Both parties shall cooperate in their efforts at achieving a
sale in this matter, and Defendant shall be kept advised as
to all offers, open houses and other efforts toward the sale
of this home.
B.

Plaintiff shall be awarded as his sole and

separate property his bank accounts; the furniture,

3

^jT'q

furnishings and appliances presently in his possession and
under his control, including, but not limited to, the
washer, dryer, refrigerator, snow blower, lawn mower and
one-half of the silver wedding gifts (with the exception of
the antiques given to the parties by Defendant's father
which should be returned to her); his retirement account
with Revlon; and his personal clothing, effects and
belongings.
C.

Defendant shall be awarded as her sole and

separate property her bank accounts; the furniture,
furnishings and appliances presently in her possession and
under her control, including, but not limited to, the
microwave oven, Hoover vacuum cleaner and one-half of the
silver wedding gifts; all items of antiques given to
Defendant by her father and family; her retirement account
with Frontier Airlines, the 1984 Pontiac Fiero; the two U.S.
Savings Bonds in her name; and her personal effects,
clothing, jewelry and belongings.
D.

Neither Plaintiff nor Defendant shall be required

to pay any alimony whatsoever to the other, and the same
shall be forever barred.
E.

Plaintiff and Defendant shall each be awarded

their separate life insurance policies on their individual
lives and their own health, accident and hospitalization
insurance coverage to do with as they choose.

F.

Plaintiff and Defendant shall each assume and pay

any debts and obligations they have incurred in their own
names since the separation of the parties on December 20,
1984, and hold the other party harmless therefrom,
G„

The parties acknowledge that they owe the

following debts and obligations:

Advanced Mortgage - first

mortgage on home; Frontier Credit Union - Defendant's car;
First Security VISA; Plaintiff's American Express card;
Defendant's American Express card; Nordstroms; Weinstocks;
ZCMI; Sears; Penneys; Mervyns; The Bon; Castletons; GECC;
Frontier Credit Union VISA; and Dr. Bruce Brewer.1.

It is agreed by and between the parties that

the Plaintiff will assume and pay the first mortgage
payment on the home; his American Express card; General
Electric Credit Corporation; one-half of the First
Security VISA; one-half of the accounts with
Nordstroms, Weinstocks, ZCMI, Sears, Penneys, Mervyns,
Castletons and Dr. Bruce Brewer.
2.

Defendant shall assume and pay the obligation

to Frontier Credit Union on her automobile; her
American Express card; one-half of the First Security
VISA; one-half of the credit cards to Nordstroms,
Weinstocks, ZCMI, Sears, Penneys, Mervyns and
Castletons; her account with The Bon; her VISA account
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with Frontier Credit Union; and one-half of Dr. Bruce
Brewerfs bill,
3.

Those debts to be shared jointly by the

parties shall initially be assumed and paid for by the
Plaintiff until the home is sold, at which time, he
will be reimbursed for one-half of those amounts he can
prove he has paid to the creditors representing
Defendants share of those obligations. The balance of
her share of the proceeds shall be given to her
following the accounting thereon.
H.

The parties shall each pay their own attorney's

fees in connection with this action.
4.

Each party hereby specifically agrees to cooperate with

the other, through counsel or otherwise, to effect changes in
titles to property agreed to be divided hereunder, to change the
names and responsibilities for payment upon the charge accounts
and other debts divided herein, and to cooperate in each and
every other way necessary or proper to insure that the Agreement
entered into is carried out in every detail.
5.

In the event either party to this Agreement defaults in

his or her obligations hereunder, the party in default shall be
liable to the other party for all reasonable expenses, including
attorney's fees, incurred in the enforcement of the obligations
created by this Agreement.
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The parties agree that this Agreement is a complete

settlement of all rights eirher party may have in the orher's
property, whether presently existing or hereafter acquired.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have hereunder set their
hands this

day of

, 1985.

STEVEN BRADLEY DAHL
Plaintiff

FREDERICK N. GREEN
Attorney for Plaintiff

CYNTHIA ZOE DAHL
Defendant

PAUL H. LIAPIS
Attorney for Defendant
VERIFICATION
STATE OF UTAH

)
: ss,
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
Appeared before me this

day of April, 1985, the

above-named Plaintiff, STEVEN BRADLEY DAHL, who, after being duly
sworn on oath and after reading the provisions and terms of the
foregoing Stipulation, acknowledged to me that the same was
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understood and signed as Plaintiff's own free act and desire,
without fraud, duress, or undue influence.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing in Salt Lake County
My Commission Expires:

STATE OF UTAH

)
: ss,
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
Appeared before me this

day of

, 1985, the

above-named Defendant, CYNTHIA ZOE DAHL, who, after being duly
sworn on oath and after reading the provisions and terms of the
foregoing Stipulation, acknowledged to me that the same was
understood and signed as Defendant's own free act and desire,
without fraud, duress, or undue influence.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing in Salt Lake County
My Commission Expires:
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APPENDIX 8
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF UTAH
Case No. 85001103

*
CYNTHIA DAHL, widow of
STEVE DAHL,
deceased,
Applicant,
vs.
REVLON SERVICE, INCORPORATED and/or
LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE and/or
DEFAULT INDEMNITY FUND,
Defendants.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

FINDINGS OF FACT
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER

*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

HEARING:

Hearing Room 334, Industrial Commission of Utah, 160
East 300 South, Salt Lake City, Utah, on March 12,
1986, at 1:00 o'clock p.m. Said hearing was pursuant
to Order and Notice of the Commission.

BEFORE:

Timothy C. Allen, Administrative Law Judge.

APPEARANCES:

The Applicant was present and represented by Frank J.
Gustin, Attorney at Law.
The Defendants, Revlon Service, Incorporated and/or
Liberty Mutual Insurance, were represented by Tracy
Birdsong, Adjustor.
The Default Indemnity Fund was represented by Suzan
Pixton, Administrator.

On September 3, 1985, the Commission entered a Death Benefits Order
finding that there were no dependents of the deceased at the time of his
death, and that the sum of $30,000.00 should be paid into the Default
Indemnity Fund. On December 12, 1985, the Applicant filed an Application for
Death Benefits, indicating that she was the surviving spouse of the deceased
and as such, entitled to death benefits. A Hearing was held in the matter and
being fully advised in the premises, the Administrative Law Judge is prepared
to enter the following:

CYNTHIA DAHL
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FINDINGS OF FACT:
The Applicant herein, Cynthia Dahl, married Steve Dahl in October of
19 78 in Denver, Colorado. At that time, the deceased was not employed but did
secure employment a few months after the marriage.
At the time of the
marriage, the Applicant was working as a Flight Attendant with Frontier
Airlines. In September of 1979, the Applicant and the deceased moved to Salt
Lake City and bought a home in Sandy.
On February 6, 1984, the decedent had a heart attack and following
the same, his attitude changed towards his wife. She testified that he became
more of a "workaholic" after his heart attack and that they no longer had a
sex life following his heart attack, which she attributed to his medication.
The deceased also advised Mrs. Dahl that he did not want to have children and
they no longer did things together or socialized. In November of 1984, the
Applicant left the marital home, which was in a joint tenancy and moved to the
Denver area, where she moved in with a co-worker. The Applicant left her car
in Salt Lake City but took all of her clothes with her. She testified that
she talked on the phone with the decedent and that when he was in Denver, they
would have dinner or breakfast together.
She testified that she felt they
were still making efforts towards reconciliation and that as a result, she was
shocked when in January of 1985, Mr. Dahl filed a complaint of divorce against
her, alleging mental cruelty.
Prior to the filing of the complaint of
divorce, the Applicant sent $200.00 a month to the deceased for the months of
November and December of 1984 and January of 1985 for payment of their joint
obligations incurred during the marriage. Following the filing of the divorce
complaint and after she had retained legal counsel, the Applicant made no
further payments to the deceased.
In March of 1985, Applicant, by and through counsel, filed a Motion
for an Order to Show Cause, regarding temporary support and other related
matters and at that time, the Applicant was seeking temporary support in the
amount of $750.00 per month.
In reviewing that Motion in light of the
Applicant's
testimony
at
the
time
of
the
evidentiary
hearing, the
Administrative Law Judge has serious doubts about the truthfulness and
accuracy of that document.
For example, at the t Lme of the Hearing, the
Applicant testified under oath that she was paying her roommate in Denver rent
of $200.00 per month. However, in the Motion she represents that she was
paying $300.00 per month. The Administrative Law Judge is of the opinion that
the Motion and the expenses contained therein were "padded" for the purpose of
leverage during the litigation.
Following the filing of the Motion, the
counsel for the parties then had several communications and the Motion was
never heard by the District Court because the parties, for all intents and
purposes, had placed the case in a posture of eventual settlement.
Thereafter, the Applicant instructed her attorney to prepare a
Separation Agreement and Stipulated Property Settlement to settle the matter.
Her attorney did so and submitted that Agreement to the other party. It is
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interesting to note in that Agreement that the Applicant had waived the 90 day
waiting period as provided by law, contrary to her testimony that she was
still actively engaged in reconciliation with the deceased. If this had truly
been the case, then it would seem that she would not have waived that period,
since the intent of the Legislature in enacting the waiting period provision
is for the very purpose of allowing parties the opportunity to reconcile.
That stipulation of the Applicants also provided that the deceased would
retain possession of the family home for the purpose of selling the same and
then the proceeds from the sale would be divided equally between the parties,
with the Applicant's attorney indicating that, by his calculations, she would
have received $2,500.00 as her share of the equity in the family home. The
Agreement went on to provide that each party would pay their own debts and the
Applicant would keep her car and pay the indebtedness thereon, even though it
was a joint obligation.
The most telling provision in the Applicant's
Agreement was her waiving of any alimony whatsoever. The Applicant testified
that she did not like the terms of the stipulation, although the same had been
prepared at her direction and she was still not desirous of the divorce.
In response to her stipulation, the deceased had his attorney prepare
a Property Settlement and Separation Agreement. That Agreement provided that
the deceased would retain possession of the home, for the purpose of selling
the same, and that he would make one half of the payment for the 3 month
arrearages and that the Applicant would make the other half and in the event
that either of the parties paid the full payments, then they would reimburse
the other party for their half of that amount. The parties also agreed that
each party would be responsible for their own separate credit cards and other
obligations and Applicant was to return any joint credit cards in her
possession. With respect to the joint obligations of the parties incurred
during the marriage, each party was liable for one half of those debts. The
Agreement also provided that in the event either party did not pay their share
of the marital obligations, then that amount could be deducted from that
partie's share of the equity from the home. The stipulation also divided the
personal property of the parties and again the Applicant waived any and all
right to the alimony whatsoever. Finally, the 90-day waiting period was also
waived and the Applicant agreed that her default could be entered at any time
in the matter. This Property Settlement and Separation Agreement was sent to
the Applicant and her attorney in April of 1985.
In July of 1985, the deceased contacted the Applicant and informed
her that he still wanted the divorce and that unless she signed the Property
Settlement and Separation Agreement, he would contact his attorney and have a
trial date set for the purpose of litigating the divorce.
The Applicant
executed the Agreement in the presence of a Notary Public on July 23, 1985,
and returned it to the deceased. The deceased and his attorney then executed
the Agreement on July 26, 1985, and it was subsequently filed with the court
on August 5, 1985. The deceased met his demise on August 2, 1985. As a
result of his demise, the Applicant, by and through counsel, now argues that
the Property Settlement and Separation Agreement she executed on July 23, 1985,
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is totally worthless and without any legal effect whatsoever.
The Applicant, in seeking to recover benefits as the surviving
spouse, places reliance on the Supreme Court case of Donita Tuom vs. Duane
Hall Trucking, 6 75 P2d 1200 (Utah 1984). In reviewing the fact of that case,
the Administrative Law Judge notes a very important distinguishing factor
between the Tuom case and the instant case at bar. In Tuom, the deceased and
his wife had separated in June of 1980, after contracting a common law
marriage in Idaho in 1971. The deceased moved in with another woman but
continued to maintain at least monthly telephone contact with the wife and he
paid her three lump sura payments and allowed her the use of a truck. However,
the important feature of the Tuom case is that "neither took any formal steps
to terminate their marriage relationship." By comparison, the deceased took
the formal step of filing a complaint for divorce against the Applicant for
mental cruelty and the Applicant retained counsel and instructed her counsel
to prepare a Motion for Temporary Support and a Stipulated Property
Settlement, Accordingly, rather than showing some intent to reconcile, the
parties in this case, by their actions, evidenced the exact opposite.
Although the Applicant testified that she felt they were making efforts
towards reconciliation, it is clear to the Administrative Law Judge that her
actions belie this fact and, further, the Administrative Law Judge does not
believe her self-serving testimony in this regard.
Pursuant to the Tuom case, the Applicant, in order to be entitled to
benefits, must prove that she was dependent either in whole or in part on
support from the deceased.
The evidence on the file does not support the
Applicant's contention. Rather first, the Applicant must prove that she was
relying on her husband for her support. The evidence on the file does not
support this contention.
Rather, for the first three months of her
separation, the Applicant was supporting the deceased, by sending him payments
of $200.00 per month to help with the joint obligations of the parties
incurred during the marriage.
After the deceased filed his complaint of
divorce and after the Applicant retained legal counsel, she then terminated
these support payments, if you will, and then counter-claimed for monthly
support of $750.00. Other than this one Motion for Temporary Support, this is
the only reference in the file whatsoever to any desire of the Applicant to
receive support.
A closer reading of the file will indicate that the
Applicant, in her Stipulation did not request any support whatsoever, in fact,
she waived alimony forever. Further, in the Stipulation that she signed on
July 23, 1985, she agreed that she was not entitled to any alimony ever. But
for the death of the deceased, the Applicant would have been divorced from Mr.
Dahl and would have been entitled to take nothing. Therefore, it cannot be
said that Mrs. Dahl had any type of reasonable expectation of support from the
deceased, rather, she quite clearly
agreed that she would not have any
expectation of support, by waiving her alimony, which is support.
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Finally, the deceased was not providing financial aid to Mrs. Dahl to
support her in her lifestyle. Rather, the parties after negotiations with the
benefit of legal counsel arrived at a Property Settlement and Separation
Agreement, whereby the parties settled their joint obligations and their
separate obligations.
Each party agreed to pay those bills that they had
incurred and they further agreed that each would be liable for one half of the
obligations that had been incurred during the marriage. In other words, Mrs.
Dahl assumed liability for her own debts as did Mr. Dahl. There was no
agreement for support, because Mrs. Dahl was not claiming any support. During
1984, Mrs. Dahl worked 10 months and earned $20,000.00. In 1985, Mrs. Dahl
worked 9 months and earned $20,000.00 and had she worked the rest of the year,
it is fair to interpolate that she would have made $29,000.00. Income at this
level was sufficient to support the Applicant.
In fact, she lived on her
income while she was in the Denver area and there was no evidence the deceased
was paying her ongoing expenses. As indicated earlier, the Administrative Law
Judge does not believe the figures set forth in the Motion for Temporary
Support which are said to represent the Applicant's expenses.
To summarize then, the Applicant and the deceased entered into an
Agreement whereby each was to pay his own obligations and one half of the
joint and several obligations of the parties incurred during the marriage.
For the Applicant to characterize the Agreement as one of support, is to
ignore the obvious intent of the parties as evidenced by their Agreement of
July 23, 1985. That intent was that the parties were to be divorced and Mrs.
Dahl would not be entitled to any support and neither would Mr. Dahl.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW:
At the time of his death, Steve Dahl was not living with Cynthia Dahl
nor was he supporting her.

ORDER:
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Order of September 3, 1985, awarding
no dependent death benefits to the Default Indemnity Fund should be and the
same is hereby reaffirmed.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the claim of Cynthia Dahl for dependent's
benefits should be and the same is hereby dismissed with prejudice.
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any Motion for Review of the foregoing
shall be filed in writing within fifteen (15) days of the date hereof
specifying in detail the particular errors and objections, and unless so filed
this Order shall be final and not subject to review_aiL.£E£eal.
^

timothy C. A
Admin i
Passed by the Industrial Commission
of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah this
/ 7 ^ a y of March, 1986.

Linda J. Stra^burg
Commission^Secretary

Law Judge

_

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that on March
/ 7"
1986, a copy of the attached
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order in the case of Cynthia Dahl
issued March
/ 7
1986, was mailed to the following persons at the
following addresses, postage paid:
Cynthia Dahl, 11551 South Hidden Valley Blvd, Sandy, UT 84092
Frank J. Gustin, Atty., 48 Post Office Place, 3rd Floor
SLC, UT 84101
Liberty Mutual Insurance, Box 45440, SLC, UT 84145-00440
Suzan Pixton, Administrator, Second Injury Fund
Revlon Service, Incorporated, 767 5th Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10153

THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF UTAH

Carol Olson

